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ABSTRACT

Numerous applications exist in advanced transportation systems as well as in numerous
manufacturing processes that would benefit from the superior tribological properties of
diamond, diamond-like-carbon and cubic boron nitride coatings. The superior hardness of

these coatings make them ideal candidates as protective coatings to reduce adhesive,
abrasive and erosive wear in advanced diesel engines, gas turbines and spark-ignited

engines and in machining and manufacturing tools as weil. The high thermal conductivity of
diamond also makes it desirable for thermal management not only in tribological

applications but also in high-power electronic devices and possibly large braking systems.

A workshop has been recently held at Argonne National Laboratory entitled "Diamond
and Diamond-Like-Carbon Films for Transportation Applications" which was attended by 85

scientists and engineers including top people involved in the basic technology of these films
and also representatives from many US industrial companies. A working group on
applications endorsed 18 different applications for these films in the transportation area
alone. With this strong indication of industrial support, we envision a second workshop to
address applications in the US manufacturing industry, lt is anticipated that industrial

expenditures will exceed $3000K per year and will result in numerous CRADAs between
National Labs and US companies.



1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

problem Definition: Numerous applications exist in advanced transportation s.ystems as
well as in numerous manufacturing processes that would benefit from the superior
tribological properties of diamond, diamond-like-carbon and cubic boron nitride coatings.

The superior hardness of these coatings make them ideal candidates as protective coatings
to reduce adhesive, abrasive and erosive wear in advanced diesel engines, gas turbines and

spark-ignited engines and in machining and manufacturing tools as weil. The high thermal
conductivity of diamond also makes it desirable for thermal management not only in
tribological applications but also in high-power electronic devices and possibly large braking

systems.

Objectives: The program envisioned to follow from this Workshop will focus on
transferring technologies for depositing these films to advanced engine components (e.g.

diesel injectors, piston rings, cylinder liners, bearings, valve stems, etc.). A critical issue in
this process will be to establish the proper conditions for depositing smooth, adherent
films on a number of substrates at low deposition temperatures, and to evaluate their
performance under simulated and prototypical conditions.

Potential Industrial Participation.; A workshop has been recently held at Argonne

National Laboratory entitled "Diamond and Diamond-Like-Carbon Films for Transportation
Applications" which was attended by 85 scientists and engineers including top people

Involved in the basic technology of these films and also representatives from many US
industrial companies. A working group on applications endorsed 18 different applications
for these films in the transportation area alone. With this strong indication of industrial

support, we envision a second workshop to address applications in the US manufacturing
industry, lt is anticipated that industrial expenditures will exceed $3000K per year and will
result in numerous CRADAs between National Labs and US companies. This initiative fits

beautifully into the planning of the Presidential Initiative entitled "Advanced Materials and

Processing Program" (AMPP) and some cooperative funding from that source is possible.

Technical Approach: Working with already-identified companies and further ones to
result from the new workshop on manufacturing applications, cooperative programs will be
established with industrial partners. Areas of application strongly endorsed by a working

panel on applications to the transportation sector are:

1. Valve guide/stem wear at high temperatures in developmental low-heat-
rejection engines.

2. Piston ring/bore tribosystem improvements to decrease wear, oil consumption
and emissions for gasoline, diesel and alternative fuels.

3. Increased load-carrying capacity for gears and bearings (including Journal
bearings as temperatures rise in sump and loads increase due to higher cylinder

and injection pressures) in spark-ignited/diesel engines and vehicular drive
trains, including continuously variable transmissions (CVTs) as well as in
manufacturing.



4. Electric fuel pumps and fuel-pump gears, to reduce wear and corrosion,
especially when used with low-viscosity alternative fuels such as methanol.

5. Applications of diamond and DLC films require improved modeling of wear

mechanisms as well as adhesion processes and improved analytical methods for
extending the results of lab-bench tests to actual operating conditions.

6. Improved resistance to wear-in ("beat-in") and scuffing of fuel-injector plungers
for diesel and especially for new alternative fuels in diesel and spark-ignited
engines. Erosion-corrosion of injector spray holes must also be reduced to
conserve fuel and decrease emissions.

7. Improvements in rolling-contact-fatigue (RCF) life of earns and cam-roUer
followers for both valves and injectors, which would also reduce emissions.

Needs exist in both diesel, spark and gas-turbine engines.

8. Improvements in self-lubrication and scuffing resistance of new light-weight
materials for automotive applications, e.g., A1 block engine/cylinder bore
surface, valve-train components, transmission case "hot spots" and air
conditioning compressor hardware.

9. Improvements in wear life of ferrous and non-ferrous die materials for medium-

volume applications in engine manufacture.

10. Diamond or DI.XEsensors for temperature, force and chemical conditions, along
with associated packaging systems needed for harsh transportation-related
environments, especially as temperatures continue to increase.

11. Improved abrasion/erosion resistance of compressor blades/stator vanes in gas
turbines and turbochargers, where small amounts of wear result in drastic

efficiency losses.

12. Improved abrasion resistance of windows on aircraft and automobiles.

13. Improved power-management capabilities for electric-powered vehicles and

power transmissions, leading to extended vehicle range and improved
safety/reliability/perform ance.

14. Improved thermal management to decrease thermal fatigue from hot spots in
combustion chambers, especially in cylinder heads.

15. Improved machine/cutting tools for advanced materials, e.g., composites,
ceramics.

16. Improved thermal management for heavy-duty trucks and aircraft braking
systems, which is currently a critical problem area.



17. New lubricants may need to be developed for compatibility with diamond and/or
DLC materials used in engines, transmissions, gea1_, etc.

18. Improved seals for many areas of application.

lt must be strongly emphasized that if programs are undertaken with respect to any of
these identified problem areas, applied work must be coupled with projects to improve our

understanding and capabilities with respect to deposition techniques, film properties and
characterization techniques. Working panels provided specific guidance for required

parallel efforts in all three of these categories.



2.0 INTRODUCTION.

2.1 HISTORY OF THE TRIBOLOGY PROGRAM.

The Department of Energy (DOE} established the Energy Conversion and Utilization

Technologies (ECUT} Program in FY 1980 with the mission of conducting generic,
long-term, high-risk, applied research and exploratory development in energy conversion
and utilization in areas pertaining to energy conservation, which private enterprise will not

or cannot pursue. The Tribology Program of ECUT was formed in the fall of 1983. In April
1990, the Assistant Secretary for Conservation and Renewable Energy conducted a
reorganization and placed the Tribology Program under the Office of Transportation

Materials (OTM} in the Office of Transportation Technologies (OTr}. The ECUT program
was already heavily oriented to transportation needs and that emphasis continues and is
further enhanced in the current program plans.

The current program is mainly intended to support researchers in industry, academia
and government to explore ideas or concepts aimed at specific applications to bring them
to a stage where private industry or other government programs can carry them into more

advanced technology and engineering development. Its goals are to (1) establish feasibility
of concepts that significantly reduce energy consumption in transportation systems, (2}
carry out exploratory development on novel or innovative concepts for advanced

transportation systems, (3} evaluate new concepts for improved efficiency or alternative-fuel
use in advanced engines and (4) expand the technology base necessary for development of
improvements in advanced transportation systems. The program attempts to be a bridge

between basic research and large-scale technology and engineering development in the
transportation sector.

2.2 OFFICE OF TRANSPORTATION TECHNOLOGY (OFT}.

MISSION, The OTI" is charged with long-term, high risk, and potentially hlgh-payoff
research and development of promising transportation technologies that are unlikely to be
undertaken by the private sector alone. OTT activities are designed to develop an advanced

technology base within the U.S. transportation industry for future manufacture of more
energy-efficient, fuel-flexible and environmentally sound transportation systems. OTI"

operations are focused in three areas: advanced automotive propulsion systems including
gas turbines, low-heat-rejection diesel, and electric-vehicle technologies; advanced-
materials development and tribology research; and research, development, demonstration,
test, and evaluation (including field testing in fleet operations) of alternative fuels.

OTI"s research objectives focus on the two largest segments of the transportation
sector: (I} automobiles and light-duty trucks and vans and (2} heavy-duty trucks and buses.

Roughly, 64% of all the transportation petroleum consumed in the United States is pumped
into automobiles and light-duty trucks and vans. Heavy-duty trucks and buses consume
another 15%. By focusing research and development {R&D} efforts in these two areas, even

small gains in efficiency can produce large payback for the taxpayers' funding dollar. A 10%

reduction in gasoline consumption in the U.S. automobile and light-duty-truck fleet,
attainable in the near term through increased efficiency, could accumulatively save the
owners of new vehicles billions of dollars.







OTI" works closely with the Department of Transportation (DOT), the General Services
Administration (GSA), and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to ensure that

legislatively mandated goals regarding alternative fuels, reduced emissions, and clean air are
met.

OTI" is structured to reflect the end-user orientation of DOE's Conservation and

Renewable Energy organ_ation and to effect timely technology transfer to industry. Three
units comprise the office: (1) the Office of Alternative Fuels, which includes Bio-fuels

Systems Division and the Fuel Utillzation Data and Analysis Division: (2) the Office of
Propulsion Systems, which includes the Electric and Hybrid Propulsion Division and the
Advanced Propulsion Division; and (3) the Office of Transportation Materials. The

synergism of the research conducted under the three units of OTI', as well as that carried
out by investigators from other government agencies, industry and universities, holds
promise for resolving our nation's transportation problems. A diagram of the organ_ational
structure of OTT is found in Figure 1.

2.3 OFFICE OF TRANSPORTATION MATERIALS (OTM).

MISSION. The mission of the OTM is to develop an industrial base in advanced

transportation-related materials and associated materials processing. The objective is to
enable the development and engineerqng of energy-efficient transportation systems that will

make possible the transition of the U.S. transportation sector from near-total dependence
on petroleum to alternative fuels and electricity.

The current structure of the CYI'M,Figure 2, includes the Ceramics Technology for
Advanced Heat Engines Program, the High Temperature Materials Laboratory and the

Tribology Program which is the basis of this planning document.

In pursuit of its mission the OTM Program seeks to accomplish the following goals:

I. Understand and improve techniques, processes and materials necessary to the
solution of specific problems associated with the efficiency limits and the

multl-fuel-use capability of advanced transportation systems and components.

2. Monitor and evaluate advances in basic scientific research for applicability to

transportation systems.

3. Conduct exploratory development of novel or innovative concepts.

4. Establish the feasibility of concepts having the potential to reduce energy

consumption significantly.

5. Ensure a continual flow of information on conservation-related technical

advances in the transportation sector to private industry.

Mainly, OTM supports research and exploratory development on a specific concept or
idea at the laboratory or bench scale in order to bring it to a stage where it might be carried

into more advanced technology and engineering development funded by private industry or



other government programs. The program encourages cooperative research between

industry and government laboratories, with an emphasis on heavy industrial involvement
and leadership.

2.4 TRIBOLOGY PROGRAM

MISSION. The mission of the OTM Tribology Program is to provide the base
technology to enable savings in annual U.S. energy consumption through tribological

advances in the transportation sector. These energy savings may be achieved directly or
through savings of embodied energy or enhanced productivity. This mission is carried out

in a manner so as to reduce the significant limitations in the operation of existing and

advanced tribological systems which have to operate in severe environments such as high
temperatures, high speeds, high loads, corrosive gases/llquids and combinations thereof.

The program works closely with U.S. industry to determine current and future needs for
advances of tribological systems for transportation applications and to facilitate the transfer
of the new technologies which are developed in this program. Continual coordination and

information interchange is maintained with the various other government-sponsored
tribology programs.

The DOE-OTM Tribology Program Manager is Dr. Joseph M. Perez. The technical

project direction is under the leadership of Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). The
Tribology Project Manager at ANL is Dr. Fred A. Nichols. The organizational structure for the
Tribology Project is shown in Figure 3.

The science and technology of tribology can play a critical role in raising the level of
U.S. competitiveness in world markets. Research and engineering studies in tribology can
help to decrease the estimated $I00 billion annual energy and material losses in the

manufacturing, metalworking, transportation and utility sectors by identifying the causes of
friction and wear and devising and implementing methods to reduce these losses. Studies
have shown that a major portion of these potential savings resides in the transportation
sector where the emphasis of this program lies.

A major barrier to these advances in tribological technology, however, is the lack of
effective communication of new research results and of the best state-of-the-art

technologies. The complex, interdisciplinary research required to understand and

eliminate tribological losses involves scientists and engineers from many very diverse areas

of expertise who report their research results in Journals and at meetings specialized to
their individual discipline. Such compilations of results and techniques are being

generated at ever-increasing rates. Nevertheless, progress in tribology ia hindered by the
relative inaccessibility of information on these advances, lt has been estimated that a

significant fraction of these tribological losses could be saved simply by better technology
transfer.

Additional savings in energy, as well as significant increases in the efficiency and
reliabilitv of tribological components and systems, could be achieved ff lt were possible to
optimize their performance and increase their operating lifetimes through the use of
realistic design and analysis methods. The need for adequate models and codes becomes





-_!_,:nmore urgent as the operating conditions become more severe (e.g., high temperature,
high loads, corrosive atmospheres, etc.),

2.5 CURRENT TASK AREAS. _,

The current major task areas of the tribology program are Advanced Lubrication,

Engineered Tribological Interfaces and Advanced Tribomaterials and Components:

The Advanced Lubrication task area includes experimental and theoretical
investigations of lubrication phenomena and the development of improved or novel

lubricants and lubricant-delivery systems for current and advanced transportation systems.

The Engineered Tribological Interfaces task area includes research and development

on advanced coating processes to modify the microstructure and chemical composition of
near-surface regions in order to improve their friction and wear properties for use in
advanced transportation systems.

The Advanced Trlbomaterlals and Comvonents task area encompasses two subtasks:
tribomaterials evaluation, which assesses the potenUal of newly developed materials for

transportaUon applicaUons; and tribocomponents, which includes transportation-system
component models, design-tool development, and the dissemination of tribology
informaUon to U.S. transportation industry.

_otect Mana_emcrlt encompasses the administrative and managerial duties of
pl.... _g, including assessments of application areas with significant trlbologlcal energy

los_ md opportunities for tribological advmnces in the transportation sector; program
implementation, including the review of proposals, organization and conduct of Requests
for Proposals {RFP} and/or Research Opportunity Announcements (ROA). advice on
selection of R&D projects and the issuing of subcontracts, grants and purchase orders;

monitoring of project activities {site visits, phone contacts and review of reports}; reporting
{bi-monthly and semi-annual reports as well as special formal and information reports) and
information interchange.

10
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higethe _ a/diamoml in i-_.'_._._._ l_apl_ is aaiina_" Hqr/IK4ened Imm, " " .
U I_P Iii" C.ddls'smalin made char bid thi, daes nai _ iii to lav that 118"

nlUll_ tll_l_ |he "t_-_ll_la_ll_ po. ,u_J iiot di_lmol_. AS a malCerof fact,
t¢liliff" Oi_ wae _ _ that _ there are many known instances m 1-
craphite.The the_mcadysmm_pJNmti_d whiuh all elcme'llt'S UllStilb_ form. col'- lib

pI.p._for chemical re;K'laml a rule ck_. re.spondingto diamond, separatesfrom
I_ a,alogousto the ordi_aaTx-potential of a snliditxing liquid or solutionin prefer-
mcchanics.Justas a weight falls from a ence to the more stableform.
hi_her to a lower i_sition because its Thc possibilit.v that diamond may be

i_tential is less near the earth, so a formed as an unstable phase under "con-
chemical reaction tends to run in the di. ditions where "nascent" (uncombined) "'
rection in which its thermodynamic Po. carbon is liberated makes it impossible
tc,tial becomes, less-or, expressing the to rule out the chance of an accidental :

rule more rigorously, a chemical reactioq success. Thus 1 could never say to the ],.

ca, run only in the direction in which hopeful araateur who walked into n,_y ._its thermodynamic potential decreases, oiitce: "Your process cerMinlg will not r_ ...
Gibbs showed how to calculate tiw work." 1 could only say this when he t v'qr-'_'T'_

thermod.vnamic potential in terms d the prcq:mseflto transform graphite directly
speclSc heat, the thermal expamian and into diamond under thermodynamically

• other measurable pmpertim of matedah, impossible conditions. The aforemen-
" lt appeared probable at the time, and tinned possibfli_' has been one of the

later it became a certainty., that the bogeys in the whole situation. Msay
... thermodynamic potential of graphite is geologists and mineralogists have beam

lower than thai of diamond-which is of the opinion thai diamm_ is formmd imanother way of saying that under ordi. nature under unstable mnditiom,
nary comtiiions graphite is thermody- would tamm that it might be a matter of
namical]y the more stable form. lt for anybody's lucky, guess to llnd the proper
lowsthat if any transformation isto take conditions.

place at ali at ordinary,temperatures and
pressures, it is from diamond to graphite, j'_g."oneof the sophistications we have

IJ But there is • catch when it coma _-TM eomidered entered into the early
to using these comideratiom to peedict attempts to make diamonds. Many of
what will happen. FoLa _hhqt_ we _ those who made the attempt were guid-
teiLwhent _r'",_or._-_''---,., _ _,- ed simply by the fact that diamond is

• " cannot t,n when it w_gl I. _ more dense than graphite, which nmtu-
di--amondha._-tI " _ "" . rally suggested the pomtibility, that M

to tran "tc

i_o.gra]_ite _ might be formed by _ carbom
ordinary coodltions i zt _ _',m._i_ to great pP-..sm'e. Tirade wel,e th_ lm
to-do so. (Then_od._mmic_m memaof _ anv_ _ the
_same as mechanical stabit#y.) "20,000 a_mldm_m _ calculated to

•_ Every'one knows that diamonds do am lm mm.m_., bm claims of success were
sponianeoush." change to graphite, ii m_mom _le..
my wife has worn her engagemem _ Oi of the earliest and still most dis. HYDRAULIC PRESS iu which tlm dim-

i these many years with no solicitu_ m emmd attmnp_s was by a Scotsman, J.B. monds wwe Iprowais capable of tlm'rfq a

that score. Hammay, in 1880. He mixed hvdrocar, forte of !.000 tom. The I_UUre cbe_
The mathematical mqpemaim for the bom, "bone oil" and lithium, sealed the are locatedbelow the Iloer level (/N_ma).

thermodynamic _ showed that if mixture in a wrought-iron tube and

I the pressure could lle _ _ heated it to redness in a forge. Ali but and Kathleen Lonsdale, and found to beenough, graphite wo_ mmtve thermo- three of 80 tubes exploded. (The pres- certainly diamonds, and of a somewhat
dynamic permission to tra_orm, even sure in the tubes could not have been rare type at that. On the theory that it

i at ordinary tempera_l_'_,/_ _ _Bld. m_ than one es two _nd a[_[][_os o was un]_keiv that d_mo[_L_ flr_d_d_l[_t-

This pressure was calculated to be about phores.) In the residue of the unexplod- Iv inserted would be of this rare t).-pe,
•20.000 atmospheres. But here again lm'- ed tubes it -..,_ mid that diamonds of Bannister and M_, Lomda_ argued that
mission does not mean that the reaction density. 3.5 were, found. The claim was Hannay's claim was probably genuine.
will inevitably run_ _ acceptedat its face value and reported But there was also contrary evidem,e, in
--Just as we cannot ,say t_ graphite'_ in the London Time, s by N. Story-Maske- particular, as Pomted out 'by Lord Ray-
will change to diamond ii only it has lyric. Subsequent attempts by a number leigh, some kno'_ instances oi bad faith
therrnod.vnamsc permission, so also we of experimenters failed, however, to re- on Hannav's part. lt seems to be d_e
cannot say that when a carbon _m- produce Hannav's results, present consensus that Hannay was a
pound decomposes, or when c; rbon is The matter was reopened in 1945 bv fraud..Mrs. Lonsdale recenth told me
precipitated from a solution, the form the discovery in a forgotten corner of the that she now also ,nclines to that view.
of carbon that separates will bet__ British Museum ofa small exhibit labeled Perhaps the best known experiments

ermodynamicaliv preferr_ "Hannay's Diamonds." These were oi ali are those oi the Frenchman Henri
-f/oa the thermodynamic _otential that anah.zed with X.rays by F. A. Bannister Moissan. made m the 189Oswhen he was
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Growth of Diamond Seed Cryatals by Vq_ Deimaitioa

JOHNC. ANGUS,I-[tits[aT A. K'ILL,S A_O _'AYN[ ,_. ,_rA_Kc)

C_Je WaWs Resu_ _'.i_rsi_y, ClctwAand,Ohio

(REeiv_l 30 November 1967)

Cad_ wu _ m _ _taml diamond powder from methane gas at 10S0°C and 03 Torr.
Tlm _ m _ u mw ¢_smoadby chemical tnalya/_ chemical etching, density measurements,
x-my _ ,IKtma dUbiu:tim, microwave absorption, cicada'onspin resonance, and visual observations. The
c...... _--- _--_m. M akm---__f_;...._._l _vm h_ nnt _ ,,atmhllshKI;it cound range from polycrysUdii_
msm_i _ • _ number _fclefe_-tS'totrue epituial layers.

L I_TRODUCTION significant activation barrierimpeding the spontaneous
transformation of dimnond to graphite. In fact, the

The history of diamondsynthesis is long and color- rate oi spomtaa_us trm_ormation does not become
iul and relatively familia:,t Most efforts were directed sisniicamt until 1300°C. Also the mobility of carbon
at tnmdorming carbonaceous material to diamonds atom on dean diamond surfaces at I000°C is quite
at high prmurm where diamond is the thermodyatm- high?
ically stable phase. These efforts were succemfui in These considerations show that a diamond seed
19557 crystal might be expected to grow ii placed in an

It is less well known that there have _ • number envirmatont supersaturated with respect to carbon at
of serious, independentproposals for $ro_ag diamond temgaa'aturea ranging from I(X)0"C to 13000C. A
at low pressures. Among tho_ diacusa/_ the peasi- comptcing process will, of cout_, be the spontaneous
bility were Bridgman,x Ubbetoh_ and Lewis,t Suits,* nuctmtion of new graphite crystals from the super-
Landerand Morrison?and AnsuLs In addition, claims saturatect vapor phase. (This is not to be confuted
of succes_al low-pressure syntheses were made by with the spontaneous transformation of the diamond
BHnkmaa7 and __y_ s t___latter b_in_ the rance substrtte into graphite). It can be expected that the
relevant for rh, udroMmtwelrk. AU of the propo0od raUe oi homogeneous nucleation oi graphite in the
_0cesses involve dq_eition of carbon onto • dimmmd va4porphase will be small because oi the surface free-
seed crystal at l_euures where diamond is _y- est_y harrier to nucleation predicted by conventional
namicaJlyunstabk_with respect to graphite, nuc_tion theory. Heterogeneo_ nuckation of graph-

the ilaht oi _ hhtory it is remarka_ that rbe ire oa the diamond seed crystals cannot be avoided,
ques_ ha• received so little seriotuI au --._-" In but the mobile carbon atoms on the diamor_ surface
t_ts paper we _t evidence conclusively dlesmm- may be more likely to attach themselves to the diamond
strating t]_t diamond ct3_tals can be grm_ at sub- crystal rather than to formnew graphite n tclei.
atmosphericpressures. Graphite has a lower Gibbs free energy (chemical

potential) than diamond. "_herefore,if the atmosphere
!1. DISCUSSION 01 MITHOD above the c_'stal is supersaturated with respec_ to

The tendency to discuss di•moral syae/mis in _ diamond, then it will be even more supersaturated with
terms of equilibrium thermod_ camebecurethe respect to graphite. This means that the possibility of
fact that kinetic factors may provide tlm imaibility oi nucleating graphite can never be eliminated but it is
diamond synthesis in a tempentture-prmare regime e._,cted that the probability will be low because of
wherediamond is actually thermodynamically unstable the factors listed above.In this paper we report on the growth of natural,
with respect to graphite. For exampte, there is a virgin diamond powd;r by vapor deposition at sub-

* Present addn_s: NASA, Lewis Laboratories, Ckvetand, Ohio. atmospheric pressures. Our experiments show that
P W BrigS•ma, _ ?Lm.195, 42 (1955_.
FI P.' Bundy, H. T. Hall, H. M. Strong, and R. H. Wentod, new diamond is formed. The crystalline quality of the

Nature 1711,51 (1955). new diamondhas not been established, however.
A. g. Ubbetohde and F. A. Lewis, Grapl_ reed Its Cry_ i

ComPmm_ (O]dord University Pre_, London, I_, p. 62.

, ¢. o. s_., r_, s_ of Z_,.,.,_--A c,,, _t_,_._ m. EX_gnnt_T.tJ. MITHODModm,m S_wmea,,A pstr presented before the _ Clam .
cad Se_ty, Rochester, .New York., Nov.._, .19_0, _ m A. Delma/eion and Clmm/n_ lh'_,_llurn
made to lm mspttbliah_ report by a. A. O'wtal_ W:_._ Ro_.

' J. J. _ sad J. Morrima,Sarfa,ue_a. _,,s_ , ,-_,:.
'J. C.Anita, S_':o/_i,_, anpablialmmtxm,_ev., A gas phase supersaturated with carbon was pro-

1_1. vided by the thermal decomposition of methane gas
I ?,.Ddmkmm,U.S.patentNo. 3,142,_]9,Juiy28,1%4. a- ranging from 0.15 458 Torr and _em-

, _. G,_,....m_,. CanadianpatentNo.6_11,_7,Octob_3,_1_. _ pressures to
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VAIPOIGBow'nll Of _ ON DIAMONDAND _ SUiIFACES

B.V.SPITSYN. L.L. BOUILOV and B.V. DER.JAGUIN

lmsJu_eof/_ys_ca/C'_m_. Academyof Scuencesof the USSR. o_. USSR

lt _s shown W dliammmd crystallization by chemical vapor dels0m.on should preferably be carried out at _ pressures

• " en " into the crys_lizatlon zone: thm suplmmu_ crystal-
tuumon I/sm/h mt !(_,; 6lm prop_mes were mlentlcal to

dso_ cd _ crysuds. The latt_-e I_'mneter in _.,h_Ton-dnm_ lUmm (-0. I aZ.%')_ I_ 0.0009 ,_,. the film and "ub_rate

comade at dopmnt concefltrmm_ ot ~ ! at.%. a_l the s_m_edUClm' dimnond Elm int_ wstb the s_l_rate
q/li,,lmll. Dimnond crystals up to sesm'al tens of nucrom in rez:km were jgOw. _ on non-di_0md _. Ai l_'ile
s_mmmltion, the crystal habit m _ and at low su_. it is cubic. "rise linear Ilro_h ra_ m comeumt at the

_ oi _ po,mhbut them,t _ to a level tylp_.adfor the Immmmrumtiprow'th_ diamondfilms

I. lm_ surlace oi tee _ seed crystal. The materu_
is t_ to rbe gro_n| crystal due to tee

The unique combination oi exceliem temq_s"_mB _t bemeen the source and the

mechanical, physical, and chemical properties oi su_ [3]. Akiboq_ tkis process is. in prin-
diamond has been tee driving force for tee cil_e, potable, in prm_ice it is inhibited by a
development 04 new and ceeaper methods oi number oi factors:

synthesis. Different fields of diamond ap- (1) Acccxdi_ to LEED data [4]. the diamond
ptications both in research and industry can be surface retwns tee bulk structure up to tem-
satL_ed only by essentially different techniques peratures --1300_ (lr, vacuum). At such tem-

oi crystallization. For instance, the unique elec- peratures the equilibrium carbon vaFor pres_rc
mcal and thermal properties of diamond, as a over the diamond phase is almost twice [31 that
hq_-temperzture semiconductor, can be fully over graphite [5]. and reaches --1 x 10-_Torr.
developed only under the following strictly con- An acceptable growth rate (about 1 _m/h)
trolled conditions oi synthesis: layered structures requires that the carbon vapor pres_-,'e over
are grown, consisting o4 altem_ql _ and diamond phase exceed 10"" Tc,'r. Hence. the
sem_conducting single crysmlli_ _ 61ms. sublimation growth oi diamond at such rates
*sth thickness of the ordero4 o_e _ each. requires supenmturat|on -I0: which obsiously
Such conditions can be obtmm_ I_ ,mim oi ent_ls high defect dens|ty m the overgrow_. In
_apor growth _echnlques at _ l_"w_, addition, the probabdity of nucleation and
_hat is m the relpon of met_t_l_il_ oi dlilnomd, growth oi th," graphite phase which is stable at

Research in thm direction LI._ bepm almost at low pressures, wil; also be considerable at such
_he _,arne tinw as the _ve.-,rno_vn ,york on high supersaturztions [6].
chamondsynthmmat uitral_tigh pressures. (2) The composition oi carbon vapor over

graphite shows a predominance oi C,-type

rnokecutes [5] with multiple bonds between car-
Z. F_sysir.alau_dckemli¢_ crTs_lBsllm bon atoms; this factor mhibits incorporation of

carbon units into the diamond lattice.

The simplest process of dmmond crystalliza- (3) Finally. even single carbon atoms _n the
,_,n _s the subhmation of graphite and sub- ground (non-excited)state are b_vatent, so that
_quent condensation of the carbon vapor on the about 96kcal/g-atom has to be expended to

4O
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when the crystallization temperature decreases Kikuchi lines. As the temperature is increa_d
and the partial pressure of the component com- further, the growth rate of homoepitaxial film
prising the crystallized material increases. In the increases (activation energy of the order of
synthesis techniques that we have chosen, the __.._kcal/mole) and reaches a maximum at
supersaturation is a function of both the pressure - I(WW}°C.Further increase in temperature results
of hydrocarbons, and of the partial pressure of in reduction of the growth rate and in deteriora.
atomic hydrogen. The latter changes the concen- tion of the structure of the diamond layers, so
tration of the hydrocarbon complexes adsorbed on that HEED analysis reveals graphite inclusions
the substrate, by interacting with hydrocarbons in Cathodoluminescence [17] and X-ray topo.
the gas phase and on the surface. Hence, the graphy fib] have demonstrated that void-type
atomic hydrogen not only maintains selectivity of growth defects produce stressesin homoepitaxial
the process but also affects the growth rate. thus diamond films. As the crystallization tern-

having the rote of an active participant in the perature is lowered from 1100 to S00°C, the hydr<
diamond crystallization, stress in the film increases by a factor of al). pita,(

proximately three. When the stresses in the diam
substrate-film system exceed a certain threshold. CTR

3. Dtama_ Ilrowtlt oa 41mmml surfaces lattice discontinuities and microtwin lamellae are . of at

formed in the film [18]. At the same time. ESR expel
Subs_rate t_mperature i_ one of the factors studies show that the film contains broken C-C thetic

w_h_ichdetermines tl_ rate of the r)rocessand the bonds. Stressesproduced during growth and high table

I s.Lructureof the denol, it. Diamond layers grown rates of crystallization may result in deterioration

on single crystals at_Xr'C are polvcrvstalline in the morphology cd the diamond deposit (fig. 2)
with grain size of 15 to 20 _ [15]." 1.4owever. and in a gradual transformation from a single-
high.perfection single-crystalline layers were crystalline film into a i:)olycrystalline one. The 4. Se
obtained on the {110} face of natural diamond at diamond layers were ckaracterized (using SIMS)
7500C; this is confirmed by electron diffraction by a comparatively high purity [19]; the impurity , inr

• (fig. 1) which shows a well-pronounced system of content was found to be approximately the same the p
as in natural single crystals. One excels:ion is sible

' line

dopir
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layers
X-ra_
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sites.

(up tc
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,"ppea
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Fill. I Ekcwon cl_ractton pattern (E = hSkeV) o_ a
diamond film 08_m tkick. _ on {ll(_ face o( a natural Fill. 2. Diamond laver -.t/_m thick grownat a rate of pensa

dtar:,rodc_stal ata llro_h rate -0.4 .ttm/h_r. -2/am/hou,ron {11() faceofa naturalcrystal boron
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jer. The

,stacle to of a polycrystallinecopper specimenannealedin
gcr than I hydrogen (fig. ha). After a certain growth time

e growth I the specimens were extracted from the reactor.
photographed in a scanning electron microscope.

_rowth Of
t

! and then returned to the reactor. A conducting

:e and of i gold layer was not found necessary to obtain an
•n the sur- image when applying a scanning electron micro-

_tter were scope to photograph diamond crystals, having _
_stals, or sizes up to 50/.tta. that were grown on a conduc-

bigJl pres.- ting substrate.

_ced preli- Figs. 5b and 5c show the same area of the Fig _ Growth of diamondcrystals,m co13pers_: (a)
hatter and coplxr substrate as that in fig. la, after 15 area ,X sut_trate with tva_ roundcd-_hapediamo_l seed
o themain and __) rain of growth.Crystalsspontaneously _-ns|ais.(h) and (c)same area after I"_and 4)rnsn of c.,-ystal-

tlm surface nucleated on the substrate surface are seen to hzatt,_, respecttvelv
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V_. _, _ 4. _ _ I_. LI83-Lt85

Valtar _ d Dbmomi Particles h'om Metbam

_o MA_ Ymchiro S^'ro, lvlutsukazu
and Nebao Sa'r_

_'amaa/_ fw _ a _ Mam,a_,

(_ _ 9, I_ll_ _ gu,_ March20,1982}

Mtm_1_a/_ml_ hasbarnfmmadm _ ofmmb_tmam mtmsmmbyv_.ordz_csiUoufrom•ljzous
manu__ mmham md Im_hdpL _ ormmtmqm_-mim_o,_m_urnsobmm_ Tlz_ o(the

synthesis ofdiamcmd imsbeammotivalmiby thzus_ ..,jJcombinatim o¢ wocmaa earn,rod by _ mmmiai. _a0'6
TheseI__ ia_/u_l_stharch,,Lhigh_ ".,.-_" "
conductive, hish a_ctrica] resistivity, oq_ml tram- Store,cba _-W

parenc7 and umaicomluctivity induced by impurity doCmll, m _/._ __, iO00"G
Besides hilit pttssurt techniques, curr_fly mad fm' -Siltc.b....- t

plrodl/ctioll of diAmotgi, &ttCXIl_have been _ _..._...-ThorgN ¢ovpk,
madetomakediamondbycbemi_ vapordzpo_on
(C'V_),l=_ ion=beam techniques,"-i_ and plasma-

i_ducedvape_,deposition._-_o)The carbonfilmsobu,a_d

by _ te_:lues areoftentermed_
tluryshow,to some extent, __ similar to three of
dimaoad.Unambiguous identificttioa,of the structure L
of tbme _lms, however, is difficult _ to the amorpiwm
inmate of the films or the aplmaram:e oi"forbidden rtgec- l
does ud of reflections from m'wturm _ than 1'. ,_,m,_
diamm_ m electrondiffraction,s'*'eJ) Fit. 1. kbmmsic dme'mmof dqms_msahamlmr.
Oa tlmotherhand,Derwai_ _ ___ mpormd thin

or cubo.ocuth-.dra/dimmmd_ ma be b, hi#wr thantheumperaturemmma_ by eazt.k_.

_rowa oe non-diamond mlmamm _ m oeq_m aad mocoap_asamsulted'radiagonfromthzSlamm_-

goklb_ chmskaltransportina dmml m _, A/_ 4qmitim mm of 3 horn' dumti_ diame_
a mo_ dmiled ac_ouat of the W_th fa_wm, _- Ixmidu q) m 3 #m rowe formed as showa in Fql. 2(a).
m_ aad pomb_ srow_ m_,,ma ha. bma W,m Th_ _ m b, _ difl'm_e ia rh.
by s_ _ d.tg_ _ _ _ _ oa ctmmmmmim br.mm ,/i_on asd
dismoml, silicon, um_t_ and molybdmum at jrom_ subamum, ld_ csTsta}s _ NII m ad_-
rsm _ to_ The impor_.anc, of tl_ rolz l_d ocadmd_ crym_ wzre ob_rve_ T_ __

__- poin:_out.but__d,t.._of rm_t_ tlmotam,edwith ' "

t_ _ _ werenot_vea.tntta, _p:r, _e trnmm ia, ekmd_=_a2'"" _-- [[rzpanibm diamoad,'ay.-udscan also-belffow'sen :"."-- _ fm'me3 thzContact of m _t.
diammd mtmram by CVD ina aow4ymm. The demityofnucleationappm_ todalm'Sd_malltyoa

mm mrri_ out by _ • mixtart of the mtmatm oomiiti_ aid _ _ _lomt
Immom mm/mm a_m h_ through• depmiticc ,craw.hM or ed_s _ ohm mNL
cimmbw, in which a tmgmm _lament was mounted The _ ot' tlm _ w_re _ by
nora d_ red.mm, m m m FiS. 1. S_o:m w_ws or n_ctims dm_om d/_me_m. As Pi_.3 _.ows,spetmd
mch, t_msmptmm_m_mmtmfl_mbamms. O4mrv_ _ mms _; tlm lmmm_ comists of diffnm/on
bomby Sl_4 we_mmdewi_b ths_otmmod rode qme8 frem m d_m a hsmI_d Inrtic)u. As Table I
the fo_.-_m_ c,mdib,m, mmlmm _ m. I _ tin _ obmmd from the dil_amon rinSs
vol %; twad lm pm.mine, 10,-i0;)Torr; i_muU, ga. !@ an im_ qlmemmt with the reported values for cubic
ml/mm, _ of dM_iom ellmm4_, _IbI_WC; _ _ dlat the 222 double _oa
filmmm _ m. 21_'C. Tlm _ of al_am_intbedl_mtiesapanem.
tl_ _ dlai;m, ma remain/by a tlm'mmm,g_ l_ms _ _ dn d_a wu alno observed m
m _ _ mt _ _ I_li_', as slgen_ in _ for fire _amtl i_mli_ The _ w_e
_---, .I....... _.............. -_........... ..mm,,_ .,,bs_a S_CX
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THE BLADE: TOLEDO, OHIO,

Soviets On Cutting Edge
Culhmd from First Page and micrt_avm simUar, to thoee

He aM ht_ assoclatm acknowl, usedin ovens.
edgedthat diamond.filmtechnology Eleetricafly Charged Ga8
has military applications. The Each moleculeof methane con-
American Star Wars program, for sistsof oneatom of carbonandfour
mmmp_ ImsImemm,• major firmn- at_rns oGhydroll_. In t2mdiamuxtd*
eier of dlmnmul-lilm research be* film IXrOemm,mierowa.vee ant'used
eammof its pe_mtUd for improving to Imst methane,sepmra_mli_ ear.
thepor/ormanm of lasersandother hoe from tlm hydrolim mine, and
opUeal dJ_wiess, fwmmll am eleemeally clm_gmlps

knowu as a ptaema.
But Dr. _it_m- indleat_i that _ the plmmmcemssimo con.

there could be U.S.-sovietCOOl,ra. tact wtl& as o6jul, estllm atoms
tlm on _mmlltm7 aspectsof thin- aecumulmm,s its mrfsm in the
film dimmm4 technology, specific _ _ e_ dim-

AmeMeall scientists speculate moral
that _ inlUaJ1t77 Soviet report on _ Sov_ _ now is able
diameml films was ignored because to depamitabomt 4 nMertlmeted,a of
the teekmlkqly for deposit/ag the diammMI am IMmr. Dr. Fedomyev ;
films appured sosimple that it was said. Tlmt rsi, simmldbe adequate
barely believable, for most pm'psMs,he added. One

Seimtista knew that rnanufm mienmnmer is about 0.000039inch
of synthetic diamonds, first Dr. Fedooeyev said the Sovietsare
acldovsd in the United States ta capable of depesit/ng two distinct
lH4, requi_d extremely _flll_tem- kinds of films, one eonsisUnt of
pm'sturm and pressures.Syn_etle ordinary/diamond,andanot/mrot •
dianmm_ are mad** from carbon dlamo_td.likematerial that a trmm-
that Imsbeensubjected to enormous lator termed "diamoed alq."
Im_mur_ mad ultra-hiqlh tempm'a- Ali three of the Soviet Scientists
turin, cited many plmmmM mcounters

The Sovi_ Jlelm_ Ill eeUrmt, 18 wit_ American scientists. _._Sl_t-
,im_ umpem,w, lt mu _**r _X . thattem_ nad ImmeNL lt me8

methme, a eomsmn lm _Jtatis tinma,_r c,OmlmmUt _ _t,m'al
• " m
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Silica t_be _ W _ilament ______V_

4111ql_
,.,..ooo,,./ Illl _so0.**.,._o,,.,

Ft|. !. Schematicdialram of thermalCVD apparatus.

Table I. Orsanic compoundsfor diamondsynthesisin this sludy.

methylalcohol CH jOH

.h,,.,_o,o, C,H,OH_ V_lu. ,_k,e.
isopropylalcohol (C Hj)2CHOH 1
2-methyl-2-propanol (C H:)_COH
•c_o,,. CH,COCH,.,,-- ,'_;I Po(isk_c,,,,,vef"
isopropyl ether [(CH3):CHhO
dielhyl elher C:HsOCzH5
methylacelate C HjCOOCH
acetaldehyde CHsCHO
trimethylamine (C H:):N

05_

f
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translated by M.Suzuki
Apml 3,'08

Yi eml dl/le allyl
(TheYomiun Shimbun* March29,'86,P2)

Dr_Hlro__.se,anassociateprofessorofNippon_d
a much easierway tosynthesizediamondthaneverreported.Thismethod
works intheair,soitdoesn'tneeda vacuumpump orvessel.As shown in

thebelowfigure,theflameejectedfromtheburnerdepositsdiamond
particlesona siliconsubstratewhichtemperatureisholdbetween600°C

and900°C.Thekeypointistouseareducingflamewhichtemperatureis
above1500°C.XRD andRaman spectrumidentifytheparticlesasdiamond.

Sofar,thlbiggestparticlegrown foran hourhas200 microndiameter

size.Thisnew processseems tobesuitableforcoatingoncuttingtoolsor
curvedsurfaces rather than for makingdiamondsemiconductor.

Dr.Hlrosew111givea presentatio_n.aboutthiswork _ 35.rhApplied

physics seminar today. /

SI substrata
e *

(81:]_C_ temp. • 900eC) I. ¥,o i r "
III III

°_duct nQ fl_ _ _ ii ii -oO-

( flame temp. > 1500°C)

raw gas
propene(C314I)or

burner acetylene(C21.tz),etc.

"_ oxidizin.qflame

at en atmospheric pilsIurI, In Ihl air

A SchematicImageof theNewProcess

_l'he Yomiurl Shimbunts oneof three big ,Japanesenewspapers.
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; DIAMOND-"-.. --'_DIAMOND-LIKE

HOMOEPITAXY
i i

1}
i ii I | I

I HETEROEPITAXY Indication.s i a-sic, c-BNI _ "odl,,ll, 4_g

! i I

ORIENTED By controlling,

POLYCRYSTALLINE deposition conditions and seeding

!
i I

_-

POLYCRYSTALLINE Typical" 800-1050°C

> 1btm _e,,'- 0.5%CH .H2........ .-, _p'_i_ .:
. ._ _ - _ --

POLYCRYSTALLINE<9M'l't"°'_ ,"N'_n"",:optimum,. lowTs (< _t_ )
conditions '. high %CI-14... __'

hi_l'l nucleanon density

bombardment (some)

I AMORPHOUS i LowT,
does a-C (sp 3)exist?
dense hydrocarbons





A.R. Badzian and T. Badzian

MCND
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NUCLEATION

[Specificsitesfoufferlayers]

lr 'I
FREE GROWTH OF DIAMOND !

G ,
INTERGROWTH OF DIAMOND

RENUCLEATION

SECONDARY EFFECTS

[twinning/impurities]

EVOUTIONARY SELECTION OF CRYSTALLITES

[relativegrowthratesof crystalplanes]
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the °'diamond technolo_° tree



r

-opUe_bandgap I.I I.4 5.5
LeVl

|ii

rule mobility 600 400 1_00
o,,2/v___,_I ...
:lectj'onmobility 1500 8500 1900
___'/Vsec!

i i

breakdown voltage 6 6 7
IV/cml 5 x 10 6 x 10 1 x 10
electron velocity at'hlgh fields '" 7
[V/sec] 1 X 10 7 1 x 10 7 2.7 x I0

i i

dielectric constant 1 1 12.5 5.5
,, , ,,,,

i i ii

,__ty 03 8 12! n,-_ I I I0 >I0

thermaLcondueU_
[W/_n_Kl ., 1.45 0.46 20, ,,,,

thermal expanslon coefficient
II/K] 2.6 X i0 "6 5.9 X 10 .6 I.I X I0 6

refractive index 3.4 2.4

V_k_-_ _e_
[kg/_l I 000 600 I0 000

i

sound pr_onvelocity 18 500
t ml secl

elasticity 1.2 x 1012
lNlm'l _-

i i i i

density ,_ 3.5
rg/cm"! ,
melting point N/A
loci 1420 1238

ii
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100I- , |

10 30 100 300
T(K)

FIG.3.Thermd conductivityoftwodiamond_ (openci_n:les:DT-13;
full circles: DT-IS). Bold lines ire fits usial difefent crystallite sizes L.
Dashed line indicates data of Bermaa, Foster, and Ziman (Ref. 3) on a

J

sinllecrystalof late_ dimensioa _ I.Ireal

Mor_tN,Beetz, and Perry 3064 I
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( NIATERIA_S FOR X-RAY MASK SUBSTRATES _.

._,n W/cm'K 10" K£mrrd lO':dy.e;'cm _
,, ' , , ' ,_

f °I
,,,. ._ _ _ K_..,,_ Y.M.o.T. _" rl."er"+i

Si 5.5 1.6 !3 800 .007" 1.3 Poor [

• ,,

SivV, 2.3 0.2 1.8 2200 .05 3.36 Good 0.54 i

-- ,,

17,C 6 _.9 2.9 2750 .0015 3.9 Unk. 2.7

,, ,,,, , , ,, ,, ,, , , ,, ,

' BN 3.3 0.8 2.9 2500 .I0 1.8 Good 5.42

,, ....

B 7.5 0.65 4.2 2900 .023 4.5 Unk. 7.6

i i ii i ii

SiC 3.6 0.41 2.3 2540 .20 3.8 Good 10.6

Iii III I -- --- 1 11--"r

' C(Diam. 3.0 6.55 1.2 8000 .02 1!.2 Good 37
I
• i i iii IIII

* Maximum measured valtm _

FM_, =tm x (t x ,=)x UT_ x Y.M.

FM = FM.,IFM_

" ts,.,_• "l'nickne.ss f'or50% x-ray transmission at S.33 A
, ,,::Thermal Conductivity
• a: T'nermal Expansion
, Kn.I'[:KnoopsHardness

• U'rS: Ulth'nat_ Tensile Strength
• Y.M.: Young'3 Modulus

. O.T.:Relative Cptieal Transpartney
• FM: Figure o1"Merit

rAnt.r: iii
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Table I

Comparison of X-Ray Mask Materi_s Based on Ol_tLc!LTr_nsparep_• _ t_,_

and Mechanical _iff;'ess Factor
• __

Material ic " Stiffness Factor
_ .... _ _mm_emlm__meB_ ¢'_¢w

S = toEJ(1-v)

[_sn] [GPa-_m]

Potyimide > 5 43

Mylar > 5 42

Ti Opaque --

Be Opaque ---

Si 1 181

BN 3 330

SiO2 5 4.¢4.

AI20 3 1 44.8

Si3N4. 6 728

SiC 3 1,590
-- _ . -- A

ocl-- 2 2,340

to is the thickness required for 50% transmission at 632.8 nra.
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Properties of Semiconductive Materials

Properties Diamond Si GaAs SiC

Band gap 5.5 1.1 1.4 3.0
(eV)

Carrier mobility

(cm2/V.sec)
Electron 1,800 1,500 8,500 400

Hole 1,600 600 400 50

Dielectric constant 5.5 11.8 10.9 10

Thermal conductivity
20 1.5 0.5 5

(W/cm K)
Absorption edge

0.2 1.4 1.1 0.4
(,um)
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? TECHNOLOGY/COMMERCILIZATION

lbl I

• Products are beginning tc',appear which take
advantage of diamond's excellent:

• mechanical properties
• thermal properties
°optical properties

• Electronic properties/applications seem to be the
least developed and have the most comn_rcial

potential =/_ _o _ I_IrlII_Njrala,¢_I_

• Companies are continuing to make committments
to manufacturing

• Most hard coating companies have significant
efforts

Sandvik Coromant Sumitomo Electric
Norton GTE Valenite

Kennametal Toshiba Tungaloy
GE Asahi Diamond
Mitsubishi Metal

/ .9. vik,e,.

t
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I /i ¢i IIIMmWS

• E!ectronic Devices for Severe

Environments such as in Space

or in Nuclear Reactors

• Electro optical devices

• LED

• Microwave Power Devices

I_ • Sensors

High Hole Mobility
• High Speed Electronic Devices

Transparent

-_

i/-!e • Sensors for Severe Environments suchSingle-crystalline Films

[. Formationofp-nJunction _ _ / _= asinSpaceandinNuclearReactors
, "_____ 0 Thermister for Automobile Engines

/_ • X.ray and UV Sensors0 Acid Resistive • Heat-resistive Sensors . ,

//_ 8 Radiation Resist',ve
, , //[8 Heat Resistive

18 B-dopingfor p-Wpe I// le LargeBandGap

j • Formation of n-type [
/ S_i_ond_c_o,__J _. -_I I

_O h_''_ :''-'L_r_ . Heat Sinks

_ :.... _.a,,J_

//1 Conductivity I ' _C !_

18 Uniform // 1_) Electric Insulator I .... _,TL_

Deposition /

L on a large area Ie Hard

Low Friction

8 High rate I
Oeoosition ' 1

L t

Thin Film Technology _I_ _._!
Microfabrication Technology "

Microwave Technology
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CURRENT STATUS
OF

CVD DIAMOND
I I_ InI I I II

SCIENCE

o Progress is being made
• Basic and Applied Science needed

(the more questions answered, the more posed)

TECHNOLOGY
• Companies are beginning to make major and

long term commitments
• Products are beginning to appear

GENERAL
• We're in for the long.haul!
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PENNSTATE

,_ University Park
Campus

CVD Diamond- Fundamental
Phenomena

WALTER A. YARBROUGH
Materials Research Laboratory
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802

Department of Energy Workshop
Argonne National Laboratory
4-5 February 1992
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Graphite/Diamond Equilibrium

dG- Vdp - SdT

For diamond: For graphite:
3 -1 _ 3 -1

V- 3.42 cm tool V- 5.34 cm tool

S = 2.38 J mol 1K 1 S = 5.74 J mol 1K 1

50 /
/

/

/

/

40

Approximate strength
of WC

IM Dian

ff 30

e

20

10 i I I i

0 500 1000 ! 500 2000

Temperature, K

After: J. Bassett, J. Phys. Radium, I....Q0,217 (1939).
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Hot Filament Assisted CVD

~ I%CH 4 inH 2
-25 Torr

_//SJJ//,,'L r.tt/d.*S/l'l
¢SSl/_'S_'_ *$//*'SS#/1
tSSS,eS$S,_ rSi/SISSY1

_S/SS//t_ eS/$JSSS/

"'"'"'_\ 2 000° C refractory metal """""_'SJSS/_ F_ el/$JSI//I
_PSSSSS/ _ _///S/SS/I
¢SSSS/$$4 _ Is _$SSSSSIS_

"'""';li (Ta W Re) wire(s) ""'"'"t'JSSS,¢S,_ f'/,I',ISS¢/J!
e'$SSS.¢S_' _ _ P//S_,,"St,_
¢S*'JSll//I I e/¢_*_'SS/_ r

PSSSSSSS/I _ _ pSS/SSS/S
P$S//SIS/I_ _ _///SSSSS'
P/SS_SJS/I _ \ _/t/SSSS_
¢SSSS////I _ _ _JS/SSSS_"

III I _ IIIll I I_lI It

,sss_sss_
¢ • S/SSSS,_ _ _SS//SS,_,¢I
_SSSSS/S_ *SS/SSS/_I

¢SSSSSS//I_ eS/Sl/S/St

¢ • s' S ,* S ,*/' _ _ | :':':':'>:.:::':.: :: ::.:-:':-:"":':-._.'::.._:":.'_'k.':::":.::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::':':'| _S / ," ." ," S / s'i
¢/SS1111,_ I "" ' % *Sl/_/SSII

¢/SS/SSS_ _ _ _ _S///S/S$|
¢/S_'SSSS_ _ _ eS/SSSSS/|
¢SSSISSS_ _ _ *S/iSIS/li

"'""'_ " Substrate "'"'""¢SSSs',I//,tt ¢/S/S,_Sl, l,|

,._,._:__""""_Mounting and power ~700 to 1000° C ";:'::;;;'"'""'"
supply
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Combustion Synthesis of Diamond

Iiiiiiiiiiiiii!!iiiiiiii!!iiWi!iiiiiii!ii!i!i!N!!i!iNi!!!iiii__ ,/

Various "zones" in an oxyacetylene brazing torch (-1' 10/C or less)

1. Transparent, colorless. Preheat zone. Premixed gas at high velocity is heated to
combustion.

2. Bright incandescent white. Primary combustion. Premixed acetylene and oxygen bums

to produce primarily CO and H2. Adiabatic combustion temperature (1:'1 C2H2 - 02)
3300 K. Much H_ expected to be atomic. Diamond growth observed here.

3. Blue, transparent. Secondary combustion. Combustion of the CO and H2 produced
in primary combustion in the surrounding air.

Ni
Substrate, -700 to 1100 K

f

Water Cooled Substrate
Holder
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Deposition of Diamond from Fluorocarbons

tube furnace

0 0 0 , /0 0
•.-"" Gas Flow

[ I

0 _ 0 0 0 0
long substrate (copper, nickel, monel, etc.)

SOOT

8sooc- iii_i!i

Diamond Diamond
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Observations

-_ Diamond can be grown without hydrogen

CS 2 q- 6 F2 ---)C (_ + 2SF 6

-_ Methane, fluorine, hydrogen mixtures work.

Some oxvpen imr_ortant- best results withd _ .lk

alcohols, ketones, etc.

-_ Carbon furnace best- less metal halide.

_ Temperature control in hot zone important

-_ Temperature gradient may be important



Why Diamond ?
(and not graphite, or lonsdaleite, or glassy carbon, or cliftonite, etc.)

Critical Observations

Diamond can be grown on diamond by simple hydrocarbon
decomposition, i.e. without atomic hydrogen.

BUT only in small amounts -graphite nucleates eventually-
then graphite growth dominates.

W. G. Eversole, "Synthesis of Diamond," U. S. Pat. no. 3,030,188, April 17, 1962.
John C. Angus, H. A. Will and W. S. Stanko, J. Appl. Phys., 3._99,2915 (1968).

if diamond and graphite both are present in "excess" atomic
hydrogen: graphite decreases - diamond increases. Diamond
is nucleated and grown on graphite.

H. B. Vakil, 1989.
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Kinetic Theory:

Competitive Growth Model-

Graphite is "etched" or gasified faster than diamond, hence
diamond persists.

B. V. Derjaguin and D. V. Fedoseev, Growth of Diamond and Graphite from the Gas
Phase, Nauka, Moscow (1977). (in Russian)

B. V. Spitsyn, L. L. Bouilov and B. V. Derjaguin, J. Crystal Growth, 52, 219 (1981).

If equilibrium calculations are modified to include an

enhanced etching of graphite by atomic hydrogen then the
first solid obtained is diamonci.

M. Sommer, K. Mui and F. W. Smith, "Thermodynamic Analysis of the Chemical

Vapor Deposition of Diamod Films," Solid State Comm., _ (7), 775 (1989).
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Growth Surface Stabilization:

Stabilization by Hydrogen-

Hydrogenated diamond surface is stable relative to
hydrogenaied graphite.

Atomic hydrogen maintains surface hydrogenation at high
temperature and low pressure.

R. Roy, R. Messier and K. E. Spear, Microwave Plasma Synthesis of Diamonds and
Diamond Coatings, Final Technical Report, ONR Contract N00014-84-K-
0749, January, 1986.

B. B. Pate, Surface Science, 165, 83 (1986).

K. E. Spear, Earth and Miner. Sci., The i,:_nsylvania State University, 4...fi6(4),53-59
(1987).

W. A. Yarbrough, "Thermodynamics and the CVD of Diamond," Diamond, Silicon

Carbide and Related Wide Band Gap Semiconductors, J. T. Glass, et. al., eds.,
MRS Proceedings, Vol. 162, Pittsburgh, PA (1990), pp. 75-84.

f
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'" Variation of Predicted Phase with Atomic 1Hydrogen Partial Pressure
\

At thermostatic equilibrium: For filament at 2000°C (50 Torr):
Log [H°] -- 6.78 Log [H°] - - 2.68

Graphiteis predicted Diamondis predicted

Graphitic defects and twinning/stacking faults (polytypes or
diamond - lonsdaleite crystalline solutions) possible.
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Hydrogenated, Unreconstructed (111) Surface of
Diamond
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I I I I I II I

Hydrogenated, Unreconstructed (110) Surface of
Diamond

ii
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Hydrogenated, Unreconstructed (100) Surface

Plan View

Side View

Using Lennard-Jones Potentials with A = 31.4 ]k6 and B = 2.97 x

10 3 _12 kcal/mole, At/= ~ 0.7 x 10 4 kcal/mole!

Simple hydrocarbon (cyclooctane) model, AH ~ 2.5 kcal/mole

Molecular mechanical modeling, AH ~ 40 kcal/mole

(Yang and D'Evelyn, 1991)

See: W.A. Yarbrough, in Diamond, Silicon Carbide and Related Wide Band Gap
Semiconductors, pp. 75-84, MRS Proc., Vol. 162, Pittsburgh, PA (1990).
A. V. Hamza, et al., Surf. Sci., 2_;32,35 (1990).
S. J. Harris, Appl. Phys. Letr., 56 (23), 2298 (1990).
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A Methyl Radical Mechanism
I I

Gas Phase [- Hz_ H. + H. (1)
Activation L CH 4 + II. -) CH3o + H2 (2)

Surface [- C(s)II+ H.-, C(s)"+ H2 (3a)
Activation L 2 C(s_ _ 2 C(s)"+ H2 (3b)

Addition C(s)"+ CH3"_ C(s)CH3 (4)

I C(_)CH2.+ C(_)CHe -+C(s)CH2CH2C(_: (5)Incorporation C(s)CH 2. + C(s). --> C(s)CH2C(s; (6)
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Unresolved Questions

Kinetic modeling, to date, treats diamond surface

as large hydrocarbon. How good is this
assumption?

2 C(s)H_ 2 C(s)O+ H2

Is it possible? important?

For simple hydrocarbons - not likely - forbidden
by orbital symmetry r,_,les, hence

C2H4 + H2 4-_C2H6

does not happen.

• 9 "Do reactive sites (radicals.) diffuse on the
diamond surface?

I

Can carbon species (R-CH3, R=CH2, etc.) diffuse
on diamond?
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Dissociative chemisorption of H2 on diamond is
known at low temperature.
Y. Ishikawa, et al., in The Chemistry and Physics of Carbon, P. L.
Walker and P. A. Thrower, eds., Vol. 12, (Marcel Dekker, New

York, 1975), pp. 39-108.

(111) diamond surface looses hydrogen at low
pressure and high temperature.

If associative desorption does not happen - what
" 9is the mechamsm.
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i i i i m?

Polishing to enhance diamond nucleation
iii

Post polished with c-BN

Light diamond nucleation

Polished with dimnond

Heavy diamond nucleation

.......................

@
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Nucleation of Diamond on Graphite
iiiii iiii i iii i milli

T

!

[110] [100] : [100] [110]

diamond _ diamond _: _iamond /diamond/ o
I

[111]
$diamond ,
!

_ t
I

' [112/]
graphite

I
I

' iI
I

C,
i
I
I
I
I
I
A, _

Carbon @

_- [111]

[10"]'/]graphite Diamond Hydrogen 0
Twin Plane
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5 <1%0_

o4
"lD

>_ 3

__1 I 1 I __ I I , ! ! I , 1 1 I

0 2 4 6 8 10

x
F,; [_ Co":._p'.;'er s,md.at;on OI the P,rsw_,t oi a polycrys:a!!,:,e ,',lm The X an:' Y a,,s

are nor ma!..:.=Z v..;:hr=:',:-'..,._,.I0 lhe ft,:.at, nuclei @slance d,

10 o/ "

8

O
¢',4

4

2 .,.ozno_ "/°

00-_.................50 i60....... ii/:)........
THICKNESS (pm)

FIG. 5. lnlensity ratio of the 220 peak to lhe 111 peak as a function
thickness.

Modeling of Texture Development in Polycrystalline Films

Ch. Wild, N. Herres and P. Koidl, "Texture Fommtion in Polycrystalline Diamond
Films," J. Appl. Phys., 6__8.8(3), 973-978 (1990).
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Mode]. tc)r Microstmctur tlk De ,(',ilopment

I

r ! !
!

k Substrate

('a'

A schematic illustrating the uniaxial growth of polycrystalline layers.
Nucleation occurs at discrete sites on the substrate and these nuclei may be

randomly oriented wilh respect to their crystallographic axes as illustrated.in
(b) above. As growth continues, those crystals which are favorably oriented,
i. e. have their dominant growth axis aligned more or less normal to the
substrate, will begin to dominate and upon continued growth the film or layer
will begin to exhibit this crystallographic texture. Impurities and voids may
be intergranularly entrained, the shaded regions in (a), leading to greater
perfection with continued growth.
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Possibility for a vicinal <100> Texture

axis o_lhogonal to the
rLlO0] plane of the coating.

..¢..l

Fo_, ric| laAk _1oo> -I-EY.'ruR_ $ F.E :

/
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Requirement for Elastic Isotropy in Cubic Materials

2c44 -1
Cll -C12

Valuesfor diamond
from: M. H. Grimsditcll and A. K. Ramdas, Phys. Rev., B1___!1,3139(1975)

11 -2

cll = 10.76, c12= 1.25, c44-5.77 x 10 Nm

or

2c44 - 1.21 for diamond
Cll -C12

Conclusion: Diamond is elastically anisotropic.
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Table I Deposition condilion of diamond hhns
Gas inlet (i,:

! , /- Method MicioWave Plasma C'tD
Reaction gas CII,+ Ii,

(j_ _i CI t, conce.tration(CI f,/l-,i_) 0. ! ".-3 0 vol%

Total gas pressure 4kPa
Flow rate 300SCCM

% ," Microwave power(2.45GHz) 500W

Substrate Si( I (30)
Substrate dimensions 30 × 5 x 06mm

_) Thicknessoi diamond fihns 7.'_30/,m

I
!

Pump

Fig. 4 Schematic diagram foe syntllesis equipment of
microwave plasma CVD metllod ' i: magnetron
(2.45GItz), (2)wave guMe. '3 plunger. _4j

qumtz tube, rg} sleeve, ;6, substrote.

1 I' 1 I I l

_ al 100-- 130"C | CHj!FI; [vol%; ,
1000 .o - |

0 _ Natural diarnend i
E t (Typellb_ I

- _ ....... I I "t

"<
_. _ _ , , Natural _ame,',d

."; I, ' l ?'I::_-la,

oc 500 _ - " "_ :5° b . _A,:

"_E O_ ..... Cu " '_. _ ......

__ ,, i _°_
%

_'",..,. 300;

o,_, , , ? ?
0.1 0.3 0.5 |.0 2.0 3.0 1 700 1 500 ! 300 • I 100

Cil,/ll;[vol°_) Raman shift [cre 'J

Melhane cof_:enlralien

Fig. 5 Thermal conductivity of d_amond films for Fig. 6 Raman spectra of diamond ld=ns for differenl
dil'ferent methane concentralions, methane concentralions.

A. Nishikawa, "Measurement for Thermal Conductivity of
Diamond Films," New Diamond 1990, Japan New Diamond
Forum, through Ohmsha, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan.
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Chip Carrier Possibilities 1,

CVD diamond layer

Signal and Power _ Flip chip solder bump
plane structure -_ structure

'i _ 1L , t.... , , t jr !I i

UUUUUUUUUUUUUUU

Pin Grid Array
Free standing, patterned

CVD diamond slab

_"t_.- .; t .,'_,'_.-f.-,,- ii:- ,,,-,-.- ,'.-! ,-.,-.-ix, ,'!-.-llL,,1ZO._, -ii _r_./L./_,'-./..,._'-._#" '.af,_ :k _ _, "-._'.."._ _/J-,,._'_ _,_ _

//_1 __ _ l----- I LiT. . -- ,,"=" ' -=-" - = _ 1

Hermetically sealed chip carriers .i
with diamond lids

Notes"

1. Thermal "grease" at chip and carrier or carrier and board levels -
expansion mismatch no problem.

2. Signal/power plane structure/materials optimized for expansion

and permittivity at carrier and board levels. No need to consider _T

3. Uniform operating temperature - reduced connection fatigue.
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Si subslrate Cemented carbide

CVD diamond / CVD diamond
/ 1

/,'I -. .,/ - .
,',,' ,/////. I//AI brazed layer
/_ ",./,. ,r,//_ A.', .";'.,',:,/.."//'XI/ \

\

Si substrale Cemented carbide Cemented carbide X Ii _,""

brazed layer

:a, _b _ ic_ (di

Fig.2 Manufacturingmethod fora CVD poly-crystallinediamond tool.

008

E 0.06E
"_ AI-20 o$ Si alloy turning

= _ j_.__"_ e ......_ 6 _'_-

0.04 -- e"

/

-_ e/ Al-8 _ Si alloy turning

/0.02 ,., o -c_ o,

0 I I I I I
0 20 40 60 80 lO0

Cutting time [mini

Fig. 4 Flank wear curve diagram of CVD poly-crystalline
diamond tips in AI-8%Si and AI-20%Si alloy
turning.

Brazed Diamond Cutting Tool and its performance

Asahi Industrial Diamond Co., Ltd.
Osaka, Japan

F. Okuzumi, "Gaseous Phase Synthesis Poly-crystalline Diamond
Tool," New Diamond 1990, Japan New Diamond Forum, Ohmsha,
Ltd., Tokyo, 1990.
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-_ Composite designs, e.g. consider
compressive

cubic boron nitride ./...stress
_iNiN_NNiiiNNNiiiNiiiii!iiNiiiNi®_i_Nii!!ii!i!I!iiiiiiiiii_iiiii_Niiiiiiiiii!iiii!i_iiii

Iii......... ...............i'i

,_ Passivation of diamond surface.
- Oxidation resistance

- Graphitization/reaction/dissolution

"Classical" CVD a possibility
" - Methyl fluoride work confirmed
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Comparative Evaluation

of CVD Diamond Technologies

Thomas R. Anthony
General Electric Corporate Research & Development Center

River Road, Schenectady, New York, 12309, USA

Abstract

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of diamonds occurs from
hydrogen-hydrocarbon gas mixtures in the presence of atomic
hydrogen at subatmospheric pressures. Most CVD methods are based

on different means of generating and transporting atomic hydrogen
in a particular system. Evaluation of these different techniques
involves their capital costs, material costs, energy costs, labor costs

and the type and quality of diamond that they produce. Currently,
there is no universal agreement on which is the best technique and
technique selection has been largely driven by the professional
background of the user as well as the particular application of
interest.
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Comparative Evaluation of CVD Diamond
Technologies

Thomas R. Anthony
General Electric Corporate Research & Development Center

River Road, Schenectady, New York, 12309, USA

la CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION

Four different factors should be considered in evaluating a

process for the low-pressure deposition of diamond. The first factor
is the basic process potential. This potential includes the maximum
rate of diamond growth, the ability to deposit on flat surfaces as
well as three-dimensional surfaces, the maximum area or volume of

deposition, the maximum diamond thickness achievable, the
uniformity of the deposition and the adaptability of the process to
manufacturing. The latter criterion includes the process
"ruggedness", its reproducibility from run to run and its technical
sophistication.

Once a process satisfies the basic process potential, the costs of
the process must be calculated. These costs include the capital cost
based either on the physical life of the equipment or, more
realistically at this point in diamond research, on the time to
technological obsolescence. A second cost is the energy costs to run
the process. Energy costs put most CVD processes above a dollar per
carat and eliminate many of the applications described in the
popular press. Another cost is labor. T3is cost tends to be low with
simple processes and high with technically sophisticated processes.
Cost for consumable materials such as gases, electrodes and filaments
vary considerably from process to process. Some high-rate diamond
deposition processes fail this criterion. Finally, the research and
development costs must be amortized in the product costs or the
organization spending these startup costs will fail. Certain processes
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that require large amounts of R&D spending to launch are really
uneconomical. However, if these costs are covered by a third party,
ie the government, who is not subject to the discipline of the market
place, these costs can be ignored.

The third general set of criteria that must be considered are
application dependent criteria. These include" 1) the deposition
temperature, eg, coating plastic with diamond requires a very low
deposition temperature; 2) the required substrate composition, eg,
coating stellite valves that contain cobalt that catalyzes the
conversion of diamond to graphite necessitates operating under
special conditions that not every process is capable of; 3) substrate
cooling, eg, most high-deposition rate processes require forced water
cooling of the substrate which is not possible with some applications;
4) substrate size and shape, eg, this may not be compatible with a
particular process; 5) high adhesive bonding strength of diamond to
substrate, eg, some processes are better at making a good bond with
the substrate than others; 6) low adhesive bonding strength of
diamond to the substrate, eg, some applications require free-
standing diamond films where a low adhesive bonding strength to
the substrate is needed to remove the diamond from the substrate

without damaging it.

The last set of general criteria is the diamond quality produced
by a particular process. Diamond quality includes it toughness, wear
resistance, electrical breakdown strength, electrical resistivity,
transparency to lR and visible light, thermal conductivity, grain size,
grain size distribution, preferred grain orientation and the intrinsic
stress grown into the film. End users may have demanding
specifications that were not anti,.'r_ated when a process was being
developed and that are not achievable by the process. Diamond
quality will gradually emerge as the principal arbiter of the "best
process" in the coming years.

The selection of the best deposition method is a difficult, time-
consuming, expensive and semi-empirical process. Currently, many
of the questions arising from the above criteria are unanswerable
from information in the public literature and choices must be based
on intuition and best guesses. In the following discussion, we can
only begin to examine the selection problem.
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lb. BRIEF HISTORY OF LOW-PRESSURE DIAMOND SYNTHESIS

For many years the metastable growth rate of diamond at low
pressures was very small and diamond substrates were required to
obtain any diamond at all. These processes were of scientific interest
only because the cost of diamond produced by them greatly
exceeded the cost of either natural diamond or synthetic diamond
formed at high pressures. Most low-pressure methods stemmed
from the work of Eversole[1] who alternatively exposed diamond
substrates to a hydrocarbon gas and then hydrogen at high
temperatures and low pressures[I-3]. Under these conditions, the
hydrocarbon was pyrolysized to form a mixture of diamond and
graphite and then hydrogen was used to etch the graphite away.
This cycle (Reactions 1 and 2) was repeated over and over again until
the diamond deposit grew to the desired thickness.

Heat
C H4 ....... > Deposit ( Diamond & Graphite) + 2 H2 (1)

Heat

H2 + Deposit ....... > Diamond + CH4 (2).

In the late 1970's, an important invention changed this cyclic
CVD (Chemical Vapor Deposition) process to a continuous one.,
increased the diamond growth rate by orders of magnitude,
eliminated the need for diamond substrates and made the process
technologically significant[4]. This new process[5] is shown in
Reaction 3.

Heat & Atomic Hydrogen
CH4 ...... > Diamond + 2 H2 (3)

The key idea was the addition of atomic hydrogen to the
reaction by Boris Spitsyn and his coworkers[5] following a suggestion
by Prof John Angus of Case Western Reserve. Atomic hydrogen has
many important rotes in CVD diamond growth. These roles have
been recently summarized and will not be covered here[6]. A large
number of CVD methods based on the process of Reaction 3 have
been developed over the last decade. Most methods are basically
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just different ways of generating[7] the atomic hydrogen required in
Reaction 3.

I1 CVD DIAMOND DEPOSITION PROCESSES

IIA HOT FILAMENT PROCESS

Langmuir first reported the dissociation of molecular hydrogen
on a hot tungsten filament in the early 1900's [8-11]. This method
has also been used to make atomic hydrogen in CVD diamond growth.
Typically, a hot filament is heated to a temperature range of 1950-
2300 Centigrade in the presence of molecular hydrogen and 1-2%
hydrocarbon[l l-t3] as shown iii Fig 1.. The molecular hydrogen
adsorbs on the surface of the metal filament and dissociates into two

atomic hydrogens that subsequently pass back into the surrounding
gas (Fig 2).

H2---> 2 H ; AH = +104,000 kcal/mole (4)

In addition, many other reactions[14,15] take piace on the filament
involving the hydrocarbon. The concentration of atomic hydrogen
and other hydrocarbon species around the filament have been
directly measured[16,17]. A general conclusion of these experiments
is that thermodynamic equilibrium calculations give a reasonable
guide to the type and number of species that are actually present.
The rate of deposition is dependent only on the carbon concentration
in the gas and is independent ,_ the type of hydrocarbon gas used.

There are some constraint:, on the electrically conductive
refractory materials that can be used for atomic-hydrogen filaments.
First, :he melting point of the material must be higher than the
operating temperature of the filament. Secondly, the binary eutectic
temperature of carbon and the filament material must exceed the
filament operating temperature to prevent the melting and breakage
of the filament. This later requirement makes molybdenum
filaments marginal since a hot spot on a Mo filament may take it
above the Mo-C eutectic temperature of 2200 C and cause the
filament to melt and fail before the Mo filament is fully carburized.

While a carbon filament satisfies the melting-point and
eutectic-point requirements, it does not produce CVD diamond
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because atomic hydrogen that forms on a carbon filament reacts with
the carbon and releases a hydrocarbon species into the gas rather
than atomic hydrogen. Without atomic hydrogen at the substrate,
graphite is deposited instead of diamond. The failure of carbon
filaments to produce diamond[18] suggests that the atomic hydrogen
does not form in the hot gas surrounding the filament but actually
forms on the filament surface[9-11] where it can react with the
filament material.

Of the remaining electrically conductive refractory materials,
tungsten, tantalum and rhenium have been used to produce CVD
diamond . Rhenium is usually not considered because it is 100 times
as expensive as tantalum or tungsten. Both tantalum and tungsten
react with the hydrocarbon in the gas to form carbides. Thus, the
tungsten and tantalum filaments quoted in the literature are really
tungsten carbide and tantalum carbide filaments, lt is interesting to
note that W2C is a commonly used catalyst material in gaseous
hydrocarbon chemistry. However, experiments that have compared
the difference in diamond growth rates between tungsten or
tantalum carbide filaments show no special catalytic effect for
tungsten carbide[19]. Of course, the rate of diamond growth may
not be controlled by the production of atomic hydrogen or carbon
radicals on the filament surface but may instead be limited by some
other process. Filament carburization can have a catalytic effect on
the diamond nucleation rate by increasing the electron emission from
the filament because of the lower work function of the carbide[20].
Electron bombardment of the substrate is known to increase the
diamond nucleation rate.

Carburization is a two stage process with M2C forming first
followed by MC where M is one of the refractory metals(Fig 3).
Under typical hot-filament CVD diamond growth, M2C forms in ali
cases. However, MC does not always form because the activity
coefficient of carbon is too small[21] under some conditions of CVD
diamond growth. Since the carbides of tantalum and tungsten have a
molar volume that is 40-70% larger than the molar volume of the
metal from which they were formed, the filaments swell, crack,
bend, distort and embrittle as inward radial carburization proceeds.
Because carburization occurs most rapidly along grain boundaries
where carbon mobility is the highest, cracking usually follows the
grain boundary patterns of the original metal filament. Carburization
significantly decreases the grain size of the wire. This reduction in
grain size can lead to superplastic deformation under some some
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conditions. Carburization and cracking increase the electrical
resistance of the filament[20] so the current and voltage must be
monitored and changed to keep a constant filament temperature.
To avoid filament carburization, Aikyo and Kondo introduced the
hydrocarbon downstream from the hot filament[22]. Diamond was

successft:7_y deposited and the filament life and the quality of the
diamond film was improved. Unfortunately, the diamond deposition
rate was decreased.

A disadvantage of the filament process is that a filament is a
remote source of atomic hydrogen. During the transport of atomic
hydrogen from the filament to the substrate, a considerable fraction
is lost through trimolecular collision between two atomic hydrogens
and a third gas molecule[23]:

H + H + M ...... > H2 + M (5)

where H is atomic hydrogen and M represents a gas molecule or the
walls of the reactor.

Associated with Reaction (5) is a recombination length, Lr,
which gives the average distance that an atomic hydrogen travels
before it recombines in a trimolecular collision. For typical filament-
method process conditions of T = 1500 K and P = 10 torr, the
recombination length Lr is 13 cm[24]. Matsumoto and coworkers[12]
in the original filament paper found that the filament-substrate
separation must be less than 3 centimeters to get diamond growth.

The loss of hydrog<- by recombination can be decreased
by reducing the filament-substrat, separation distance. Hirose used
tiny filaments that were very close _<1 mm) to the substrate as well
as oxygen additions to attain growth rate,,_ of 10 microns/hr which is
10 times the usual diamond growth rate for the filament process[25].
Presumably, the small separation betwc, en filament and substrate
decreased the loss of atomic hydrogen and other active hydrocarbon
species.

The quality of diamond produced by the filament technique
can vary widely. Problems with contamination of the diamond films
by filament material can affect electronic and thermal properties[26].
Also, filaments as discussed above are in effect point sources of
atomic hydrogen and heat and the diamond films produced under a
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filament or filaments will reflect this nonuniformity. The thickness,
grain size and quality of a diamond film produced by a filament
system will vary from place to piace. Finally, because of a finite
filament life, the maximum thickness of a diamond film that can be
produced by the filament technique is limited. The construction
costs of a filament system are relatively low as it can be built with
readily available simple equipment. However, because of the low
diamond growth rate with a filament system, the capital costs per
unit of diamond produced are in the midrange of the various CVD
techniques. Because of the simplicity of a filament system, its labor
costs are relatively low as it does not require highly-trained
personnel to operate it. Its operating costs as far as gas consumption
and energy consumption are moderate.

liB HOT FILAMENT EACVD

The hot filament process has been modified by some
investigators to include a positive or negative bias between the hot
filament and the substrate[27] (Fig 4). The process has been named
hot-filament EACVD (electron-assisted chemical vapor deposition).
The applied bias has been reported to cause changes in the
nucleation rate, the growth rate and the crystal quality of the
deposited CVD diamond. A general remark that must be made here
is that ali filament processes have an EACVD character. Consider a
filament with a current passing through it. One end of the filament is
at ground pote_ltial and the other end is at some applied voltage that
is needed to drive the current through the filament. If the substrate
is at ground potential, then the entire filament is biased with respect
to the substrate except for the very end of the filament at ground
potential. If EACVD had a large effect on CVD diamond growth, one
would see a change in diamond growth along the substrate parallel to
the filament. The lack of such reports in the literature imply that
EACVD effects are not striking.

Generally, an increase in the nucleation and growth rate of the
deposited diamond has been reported if the filament is held at a
negative bias with respect to the substrate. Alternatively, if the
filament is held at a positive bias with respect to the substrate, the
diamond nucleation and growth rate decrease while the diamond
crystal quality increases [28,29] In both cases, the bias potential
must be kept below the breakdown point of the gases since the
formation of a plasma seems to erase these favorable effects. There
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has been some confusion in the literature because some researchers
heat their filaments with AC and others heat their filaments with DC.
Identical filament-substrate biases with AC and DC heated filaments,

respectively, can cause very different results on CVD diamond
growth. Six separate cases should be documented: 1) AC heating,
positive DC bias; 2) AC heating, negative DC bias; 3) DC heating,
positiveDC bias; 4) DC heating, negative DC bias; 5) AC heating, AC
bias; 6) DC heating, AC bias.

The negative effects/28] of plasma formation in hot-filament
EACVD is somewhat surprising since the next section will show that
plasmas have been effectively used for CVD diamond growth. This
contradictory evidence is not uncommon in CVD diamond deposition.
Generally, it is not the result of erroneous experiments. Rather there
are dozens of independent parameters in an experiment and
changing one parameter unavoidably changes other parameters and
makes a clear interpretation of the data difficult. As an example , let
us list some of the important parameters in a simple process such as
hot-filament EACVD: 1). Filament composition; 2). Filament
temperature; 3). Filament size and geometry, ie, wire, strip, mesh,
etc; 4). Substrate composition; 5). Substrate temperature; 6).
Substrate geometry; 7). Filament-to-substrate distance; 8). Gas
pressure; 9). Gas temperature; 10) Gas flow rate; 11). Gas flow
geometry; 12). Gas temperature gradient above substrate; 13). Gas
temperature gradient near filament; 14. Hydrocarbon concentration
in gas; 16). Impurity concentration in gas, ie, oxygen, water, nitrogen;
17). Filament-to-Substrate bias: positive, negative, AC; 18). Filament-
to-Substrate current;19) Filame_:t Heating: AC or DC

If an experimenter change_ the filament-to-substrate bias, he
will also change the gas temperatu,_, the substrate temperature, the
temperature gradient in the gas, the filament temperature and the
filament-to substrate current. He may then report an increase of
growth rate with increasing bias that may be just an increase in
growth rate arising from an increase in substrate temperature rather
than a new filament-to-substrate bias effect. Banholzer has, in fact,
recently carried out a very careful study investigating reports that
EACVD increases the CVD diamond growth rate/30}. He finds that
there is no such effect when he keeps the filament and substrate
temperature constant as he applies a filament-substrate bias. What
previous investigators were seeing were effects caused by an
increased filament temperature and/or an increased substrate
temperature when the EACVD bias was turned on. Banholzer,
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however, did see an increased nucleation density of diamond with a
negative bias applied to a DC heated filament.

Much of what was said about the cost of a filament system
could be repeated here for a hot-filament EACVD system. A hot-
filament EACVD system will cost more than a filament system. In
most cases, a more costly DC power supply must be substituted for
an AC power supply. Also a separate DC bias supply must also be
provided. Biasing can decrease filament life by causing unwanted
electric arcs or plasma discharges which physically erode the
filament. Contamination of the growing diamond film is more of a
problem because of the chance of bias sputtering of the filament,
reactor wall or substrate material into the diamond film. Finally, the

added complication of biasing inevitably reduces the percentage of
successful runs.

IIC. PLASMAS

Another popular method to generate atomic hydrogen is with
gas plasmas. Plasmas can be formed by many methods. Typically, a
gas is ionized by exposure to high temperatures or high electric fields
to form a neutral mixture of electrons, negative ions and positive
ions. In plasmas exposed to high AC electric fields, hydrogen
dissociation occurs by electron impact. Although the dissociation
energy of hydrogen is only 4.5 ev, the electron impact dissociation of
hydrogen requires electrons with energies above 9.5 ev because of
the large mass difference between the electron and a hydrogen
molecule (Fig 5). Such hydrogen dissociation by electrons reaches a
peak at electron energies of 25 ev. Atomic hydrogen with a very
high kinetic energy is consequently produced in plasmas since the
difference between the dissociation energy and the electron impact
energy must be taken up by the kinetic energy of the atomic
hydrogen. This situation contrasts with thermal methods of
generating atomic hydrogen where low kinetic energy atomic
hydrogen is formed since a direct transfer of thermal energy breaks
the hydrogen molecule apart without imparting additional excess
energy that would appear as the kinetic energy of the atomic
hydrogen product.

The typical charge density in a plasma is very low(Fig 6). Most
molecules remain as molecules which are not reactive and do not

take part in CVD diamond deposition. About 1% of the molecules in a
plasma are converted to neutral radicals that are chemically reactive
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molecules with a dangling unsatisfied bond. These radicals are the
main component of the gas that is active in CVD deposition. Finally,
about 0.01% of the molecules in a plasma are ions. Like radicals,
these ions are chemically reactive and can take part in CVD diamond
deposition. However, the extremely small concentration of ions
indicates that they are not the important depositing species in
diamond deposition. Although charged ions have a very low
concentration and are not the principal depositing species during CVD
deposition, it is possible that they may have some catalytic effects.

Plasmas can be conveniently divided into low-pressure and
high pressure plasmas (Fig 5). At low pressures in a gas excited by
an alternating electric field, the electrons and molecules are not in
thermal equilibrium. Although electrons and molecular ions have
the same charge, the mass of the molecular ion is typically 40,000
times that of an electron. Hence, the electron can accelerate rapidly
in an alternating electric field and gain energy while the ion is too
massive to accelerate quickly and lags behind the electron in energy
gain from the alternating electric field. If the mean-free path for
collisions between electrons and molecules is large as in a low
pressure gas, there will not be a redistribution of energy between
the high energy electrons and the slowly moving molecules and they
will have different temperatures. As a result, a low-pressure
plasma typically has a relatively cool gas temperature. Generation of
atomic hydrogen and reactive molecular radicals will be
accomplished principally by collisions with high energy electrons. As
a consequence of the scarcity of electrons in the plasma and the large
mean free path path for collision with gas molecules, the absolute
concentration of atomic hydrogen, and molecular radicals will be low
in a low pressure plasma.

In high pressure plasmas on the other hand, the mean free
path for collisions between electrons and molecules will be small and
any excess energy absorbed by the electrons from the electric field
will be quickly redistributed to the more massive molecules by
electron-molecule collisions. Hence, the temperature of the gas
molecules and electrons will equilibrate at a relatively high
temperature. Generation of atomic hydrogen and molecular radicals
can now occur as the result of either high-energy molecular or
electron collisions in the plasma. Thus, the absolute concentration of
atomic hydrogen and molecular radicals will be high in a high-
pressure plasma.
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Because of the higher concentration of atomic hydrogen and
hydrocarbon radicals in a high-pressure plasma, the CVD diamond
growth rate will be greater in a high-pressure plasma than in a low-
pressure plasma. Such a correlation is observed experimentally
where CVD diamond deposition rates in a high-pressure plasma are

typically 500 microns/hour whereas the deposition rate in low-
pressure plasmas are 0.2 microns/hour.

If the growth rate was the only parameter of interest in
diamond deposition, low-pressure plasmas would be ignored.
However, high-pressure plasmas have a very high energy content
which necessitates elaborate cooling schemes for the substrate to

prevent substrate melting. Furthermore, high pressure plasmas
tend to be unstable and difficult to control. For many applications,

these problems rule out the use of high-pressure plasmas.

IIC1. Low-Pressure Glow Discharge

A common low-pressure plasma method of atomic hydrogen

generation is based on the Wood's Tube method[31] where a stream
of low-pressure molecular hydrogen is passed through a glow
discharge between two metal electrodes (Fig 7). Over a pressure
range of 0.1 to 20 torr, up to 25% atomic hydrogen can be generated
by this method. The substrate is placed in this glow discharge or one
electrode serves as the substrate so that atomic hydrogen is

generated close to the substrate surface. Although AC or DC can be
used to form the discharge, DC is advantageous if an electrode is
used as a substrate since diamond growth rates are higher on the

positive electrode. This method has been used to produce very fine-
grain CVD diamond films by Crystallume of Palo Alto, California for
such applications as diamond windows. Disadvantages of this process
include the limited pressure range of operation, the erosion of and
contamination from the electrodes and the generally high film stress,

the high hydrogen content in the resulting diamond films and the
low rate of diamond film growth. Construction costs for a low-

pressure glow-discharge system are moderate. However, because of
the very low diamond growth rates, the capital costs are relatively

, high per unit of diamond produced. Labor costs are low as it is a
simple stable system that can be run for long periods without
operator intervention. Material costs such as gas and electricity are
also low.
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IIC2. Low-Pressure Microwave Discharge

Low-pressure microwave discharges have been used more than
any other method to generate atomic hydrogen for CVD diamond
synthesis (Fig 8) [32-52]. Since microwave discharges are
electrodeless, electrode erosion problems are avoided. Microwave
discharges are also very stable and provide up to 25% H atoms under
typical CVD diamond growth conditions[7]. Moreover, microwave
sources are very economical because of the mass production of
microwave sources for microwave ovens. During CVD diamond
deposition, the plasma must not contact the walls of the reactor since
diamond and/or graphite can deposit on the walls. This carbon
deposit will couple with the microwaves and heat up causing more
deposition and the walls of the reactor ( usually quartz) will
gradually become opaque to microwaves. Under other operating
conditions, the plasma can seriously erode the reactor walls by
atomic-hydrogen reduction of the quartz. These problems can be
avoided by magnetic confinement of the plasma.

A common magnetic confinement method uses an axial
magnetic field in a cylindrical cavity with a microwave window and
substrate, respectively, on opposite ends of the cylindrical
cavity[32,36,50]. A gradient in the axial field is adjusted so electron-
cyclotron-resonance (ECR) conditions exists near the substrate end of
the cavity but not near the microwave window (Fig 9). Circularly
polarized microwave electric fields drive free electrons in circular
orbits around the axial field lines. Near the substrate, the ECR
resonance conditions allow the electrons to receive resonance

impulses during each orbit so these electrons acquire a higher energy
than electrons elsewhere in the cavity. Thus, the plasma forms
preferentially in the region of these high energy electrons adjacent to
the substrate. No plasma forms at the microwave window at the
opposite end of the cavity where ECR conditions do not exist and
electrons do not receive the added boost in energy. Hence, the
microwave window is kept free of carbon deposits or erosion. An
interesting observation in ECR experiments is that as the chamber
pressure is lowered, the substrate temperature for diamond
formation tends to decrease[32].

Similar to the work of Aikyo and Kondo for hot filaments122],
Martin and Hill have introduced the hydrocarbon downstream from a
microwave plasma hydrogen discharge and successfully grown
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diamond[47]. These experiment again demonstrate that the only
necessary condition for CVD diamond growth is a source of atomic
hydrogen. Much work has been done on the morphology of films
grown in microwave discharges under varying conditions[41-
43,46,48]. Low substrate temperatures and low hydrocarbon
concentrations favor the development of (111) facets on the diamond
crystals, indicating that the <111> direction is the slowest growth
direction under these conditions. High substrate temperatures and
high hydrocarbon concentrations favor the development of (100)
faces showing the <100> direction is the slow growth direction. At
intermediate hydrocarbon concentrations and temperatures, (110)
facets will develop.

The lowest temperatures (365-500 C) for CVD diamond
deposition have been reported for microwave plasma deposition
techniques[40,51]. Additions of oxygen carrying species such as
alcohols, water, etc can increase the diamond film growth rate or
lower the pressure necessary for diamond growth[33,40,44,45,49].
Lower gas pressures are particularly important as they allow the
plasma to spread and make a more uniform deposit over a wider
area[33,50]. The electromagnetic waves used in microwave
discharges are launched into the deposition chamber from outside
sources. The penetration length of these waves into a low pressure
chamber varies inversely with the intrinsic plasma frequency of the
gas[53]. The plasma frequency, in turn, is directly proportional to
the square root of the gas pressure. Consequently, lowering the gas
pressure will result in a greater penetration length and a more
uniform discharge. For a pressure of about 10 torr, the penetration
length of microwaves in a plasma discharge is only a few
centimeters[54].

The quality of diamond produced by the microwave technique
can vary widely. If the plasma is in contact with the walls or
substrate of the reactor, the diamond film can become contaminated
with this material. Because of the exponential decay of microwaves
into a plasma, nonuniformities can develop in plasmas larger than
the microwave plasma penetration length and the diamond films
produced under such a nonuniform plasma will reflect this
nonuniformity with the thickness, grain size and quality of a
diamond film varying from piace to place. The microwave
penetration length also puts a limit on the maximum size of a
diamond film that can be grown under a microwave discharge. The
maximum thickness of a diamond film that can be produced by the
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microwave technique is limited by the surprisingly low (in view of
the high atomic hydrogen concentration) diamond growth rate of
microwave reactors. The construction costs of a microwave system
are moderate because of the widespread availability of microwave
magnetrons. However, because of the low diamond growth rate with
a microwave system, the capital costs per unit of diamond produced
is in the higher range of the various CVD techniques. The microwave
system has a low energy consumption because most of its energy
goes into producing atomic hydrogen rather than heat or radiation.
Its operating costs as far as gas consumption are also low. Finally,
microwave discharges are easy to use and are very stable and can be
run for long periods without much attention. Therefore, labor costs
for a microwave system are expected to be low.

IIC2. Remote Low-Pressure Microwave Discharge

One way to avoid the microwave penetration length limit on
the size of the microwave reactor is to generate atomic hydrogen by
a microwave discharge in a small volume with dimensions less than
the microwave penetration length and then to quickly distribute this
atomic hydrogen to a much larger-area substrate by convective gas
flow. This method requires very high gas velocities on the order of
10,000 cm/sec in order to transfer the atomic hydrogen from its
remote source to the substrate before the atomic hydrogen can
recombine[ 55]. As a result, the process uses such a large quantity of
gases that the process is uneconomical unless the gases are
recirculated. Gases must not only be recirculated but their
composition must be constantly adjusted. In addition, it may be
necessary to remove some gas products produced in the microwave
discharge if they build up in a recirculating system and tend to
poison the diamond growth process. Currently, Astec Corp of
Woburn, Mass is designing and building a CVD diamond machine of
this type complete with a gas recirculating system, all of which
should be commercially available in 1992-93 time frame. The
advantages of a remote discharge system with its larger area of
deposition will have to be balanced against the complications and
costs of the required gas recirculating system. Labor costs and
energy costs are both expected to be higher than with a simple
microwave discharge system. The cost per unit area of diamond
films will probably be higher with this reactor but the films will be
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more uniform, possibly of higher quality and much larger in area
than they could be with a simple microwave system. Consequently,
this machine may fill a market need where uniform large-area
diamond films are necessary in a particular application.
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IIC3. Low-Pressure RF Discharge

There has been much less work[56-62] done with low pressure
RF discharges than with microwave discharges for CVD diamond
growth (Fig 10). At first glance, this is somewhat surprising as RF is
easier to scale to large volume and high power. Moreover, large RF
plasma discharge units have been used in the semiconductor
industry for some time. The scarcity of reported work in the RF area
in CVD diamond growth may be the result of many unreported
failures to achieve good quality diamond films rather than the result
of not trying RF sources. The deposition rate of CVD diamond is
closely correlated with the generation of atomic hydrogen and
hydrocarbon radicals. The generation of such radicals seems to be
more efficient in a microwave plasma than in an RF plasma. This is
probably caused by both the higher energy and higher density of
electrons in a microwave plasma. Average electron energies in a
microwave plasma at 2450 MHz and 1 torr pressure average about
10 ev [63,64] which is enough energy (8.5ev) to dissociate hydrogen.
On the other hand, average electron energies in an RF discharge at
13.56 MHz at 1 torr are about 4 ev [65] which is insufficient to

dissociate hydrogen. In addition, electron densities are higher in
microwave discharges[66].

Nevertheless, low-pressure electrodeless radiofrequency
discharges have also been used to grow CVD diamond [56-62].
Depending on the pressure, atomic hydrogen concentrations of 10 to
65% can be produced in a RF discharge[7]. These discharges are less
stable than microwave discharges and Ar sometimes has to be added
to the hydrogen-hydrocarbon mixture to stabilize the discharge.
Similar to the microwave discharge, deposits of carbon on the walls
of the reactor can be a problem with an RF discharge. In addition,
the RF can electromagnetically couple with any electrically
conductive body in the reactor chamber and heat it. Finally, RF
power sources are more expensive than microwave sources per watt
of delivered power.

Diamond made by RF discharges has been of poorer quality
than diamond made by microwave discharge[56]. In addition, large
well faceted diamond crystals are usually not obtained.

RF generators are more expensive and less efficient in
generating atomic hydrogen than microwave generators. The quality
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of diamond produced by the RF technique has been generally poor.
Because of the RF has a much lower frequency than microwaves, the
penetration length problem discussed above with microwaves is
absent with an RF discharge. Thus, larger areas of diamond could be
made with an RF discharge than with a microwave discharge.
Attempts to make remote RF discharges(where the atomic hydrogen
is generated at one piace and transported by gas flow to the
substrate) work have been unsuccessful although they were one of
the first techniques tried. The maximum thickness of a diamond film
that can be produced by an RF discharge is low because of the very
low diamond growth rate in RF reactors. The low diamond growth
rate puts the capital costs per unit of diamond in the higher range of
the various CVD techniques. RF system operating costs as far as gas
consumption and energy are relatively low. Finally, labor costs for a
RF system not expected to be as low as for a microwave system
because the RF discharge is not as stable as a microwave discharge.

IIC4. High-Pressure DC Discharge

High-pressure DC discharges between fixed electrodes at
atmospheric pressure have been used to grow CVD diamond from
hydrogen-hydrocarbon mixtures at very high rates of up to 200
microns/hour and thickness greater than 1 mm (Fig 11) [67-71].
Because of technology developments over the years to make plasma
torches, these DC discharges are now very stable. The substrate is
biased positively in ali cases. One disadvantage of this pr,._cess is that
the substrate must be directly cooled with running water to prevent
it from melting because large amounts of power per unit of substrate
area are used. Other disadvantages include the high power
consumption, the erosion of the electrodes, the nonuniformity of the
discharge and the small deposition area and the need for constant
attention because of the large amount of power being used. Because
of electrode erosion and the consequential contamination of the
diamond film, it is expected that the diamond may not be suitable for
applications in electronics. Also, with such high energy processes,
overheating and degradation of the diamond film is a constant
concern. Finally, ali high intensity energy processes tend to be less
reproducible from run to run. Because of the high rates of diamond
growth, the capital ,cost per unit of diamond are expected to be
moderate. Labor and operating costs for gases and energy will be
relatively high.
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IIC5. High-Pressure Microwave Discharge Jets

A high-pressure microwave discharge jet has also been used to
grow CVD diamond at moderately high rates of 30 microns/hour at
atmospheric pressure ow': a square inch of areal72]. A gas mixture
of Ar-H2-CH4 is used with a CH4/H2 ratio as high as 10%. Sustained
operation is difficult because of plasma instabilities and the need to
vigorously cool the substrate. The plasma is initially ignited by
electric breakdown around the central electrode and then sustained

by microwave electromagnetic waves generated between the central
electrode and chamber walls. One advantage of low-pressure
microwave discharges is that they are electrodeless. However, with
high-pressure microwave jets, this advantage has been lost by using
electrodes that are immersed in the plasma and that therefore can
erode. Operating costs tend to be very high with this process
because of the large amounts and types of gases, particularly, argon
that are required. Labor costs also are large as skilled personnel
must keep a constant watch over the process.

IIC6. High-Pressure RF Discharge

High-pressure radiofrequency dischargzs have also been used
to grow CVD diamond (Fig 12) [73]. These discharges are very
unstable and large amoants of Ar are routinely added 1o the
hydrogen-hydrocarbon mixture to increase the slabiPity of the
discharge. Nevertheless, the discharge must be monitored
continuously and is typically on_,y run for short period:_ of time. The
danger associated with this arc instability has restricted high-
pressure RF discharge growth of diamonds to a ferc scientific
laboratories. High rates of diamond deposition are possible during
these short runs. As with other high-pressure discharges, the high
power input requires that the substrates be cooled directly with
running water.

IIC7. High and Low-Pressure Flames

Hydrogen atoms are created during the burning of hydrogen or
hydrocarbons in an oxygen flame (Fig 13) [74-76]. With a suitable
ratio of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen, Hirose[77] discovered that CVD
diamonds can be grown with a simple plumbers torch at atmospheric
pressures in the "feather" of the flame just downstream of the flame
front [77-86]. High temperatures (2800-3400 C) in common flames
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cause a plasma to form and atomic species to be generated at the
flame front[87]. The flames are operated under fuel-rich conditions
so atomic hydrogen and hydrocarbon radicals are abundant in the
feather of the flame where the substrate is placed. Growth rates of
30 microns/hr are attained.

Hydrogen atoms can also be generated in low-pressure
hydrogen and hydrocarbon flames.[75,76] Advantages of low-
pressure flames may be a higher carbon-to-diamond conversion rate,
a wider spatial zone in the flame where diamond will grow and a
much lower heat input to the substrate. Although work is underway
at several laboratories, no successful CVD diamond growth has been

reported yet in a low-pressure flame.

So Sar, work has been limited to hydrogen-hydrocarbon-oxygen
flames. Flames with other chemical reactants may also generate CVD

diamon.._ glowth. For example, hydrogen-hydrocarbon-fluorine,
kydrogen-hydrocarbon-chlorine, hydrocarbon-fluorine,
hydrocarbon-chlorine, halocarbon-fluorine and halocarbon-chlorine
flames zre promising candidates among many possibilities.

The capital cost of a flame system, particularly at atmospheric
pressure, are very low. Its simplicity would also allow low labor
costs. Furthermore, diamond is produced at high rates. However,
deposition is only successful over a relatively small area. The
restriction in arer is a result of the structure of the flame. There is

only a limited zone in tile flame where conditions are favorable for
diamond formation. Outside of this zone, diamond either will not be
formed or will burn in the flame. These restrictions combined with

the gas flow requited to flow around the substrate produces an
uneven and inhomogeneous diamond deposit on the substrate unless
the substrate is very small in area. Scanning the flame may help but
it also may smear out the problem and produce diamond of a
uniformly poor quality. The high energy intensity of the flame
method requires vigorous cooling of the substrate. The principal
problem with the flame technique is its very low conversion rates of
carbon to diamond (of the order of 0.01%). The very low conversion
rate is not surprising as most of the carbon must be burned in the
flame to produce the high temperatures necessary to generate a
plasma and atomic hydrogen. At these low carbon-to-diamond
conversion rates, the flame technique is the most expensive way to
make diamond of the popular CVD diamond methods because of gas
costs. If these low conversion rates can not be increased, the torch
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method will only be economical in producing gem stones for the
jewelry trade.

III OTHER LOW-PRESSURE DIAMOND PROCESSES

IliA COMBINATION PROCESSES

Some investigators have used combinations of processes to see
if any advantages would ensue. For example, a direct-current spiral
hollow cathode combines features of the hot filament, electron beam
and plasma process. Such a hollow cathode was used to grow CVD
diamond in an Ar-H2-CH4 gas at a disappointing rate of one
micron/hour[19,88,89]. The results of these experiments indicate
that this particular combination of processes has no technical or
economic advantage over a simple hot filament process.

IIIB THERMAL PROCESSES-SUBSTRATE ONLY

The thermal activated[90-92] growth of CVD diamond in
various halogen-hydrocarbon or fluorchlorohydrocarbon-hydrogen-
helium mixtures without the assistance of any external excitation
such as a plasma or hot filament has been reported. In one case[921,
only heating of the diamond substrate was required. In the other
case[91,92], the gases at atmospheric pressure were preheated in a
furnace tube at about 800-900 C and passed over a substrate at a
temperature between 250-750 C (Fig 14). Diamond formed on the
substrate at rates of 0.5-2 mi_:'_ns/hour.

Although halogens such as l_uorine can stabilize the diamond
surface in the same way that hydrogen does, the carbon-fluorine
bond (108 kcal/mol) is much stronger than the fluorine-fluorine
bond (38 kcal/mol). Thus, molecular or atomic fluorine can not
produce vacant sites on a diamond surface covered with fluorine in

the same manner[93,94] that atomic hydrogen produces vacant sites
on a diamond surface covered with hydrogen. Without vacant sites,
carbon deposition would cease. However, ali of the gas mixtures
used successfully contain hydrogen whose bond strength with
fluorine (136 kcal/mol) exceeds the carbon-fluorine bond strength
(108 kcal/mol). Thus atomic hydrogen can react with a monolayer of
fluorine on the surface of diamond to form HF, thereby forming the
vacant sites needed for additional carbon deposition and diamond
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growth. This is an exothermic reaction with an energy release 28
kcal/mol and there would be no shortage of vacant sites. Starting
from molecular hydrogen with a bond strength of 104 kcal/mol, a
net expenditure of 24 kcal/mol must be spent to produce a mole of
vacant surface sites on a surface of diamond covered with fluorine.
Generation of vacant sites by molecular hydrogen would give a

relatively low concentration of vacant sites but they may be
sufficient to allow diamond growth if the kinetics of vacant site
formation were rapid, ie as vacant sites were filled, new ones would
form rapidly to maintain their equilibrium concentration.

There are potentially many chemical systems like the halogen
based one discussed above that may produce diamond.[90,93,94].

Generally, one looks for a reaction scheme where carbon can be
deposited in a series of exothermic reactions in the presence of
chemical species that can form a single sp 3 bond to the diamond
surface. The exothermic chemistry drives the reaction while the sp3

bonding species stabilizes the diamond surface and prevents its
reconstruction to a graphite-like surface.

There may also be reactions that are not quite exothermic but
require a slight boost from an external energy source. Recently,
Rudder and his coworkers at RTI have recently reported making
diamond from a mixture of alcohol:acetic acid: water mixture of

20:20:60 in the presence of a graphite body. This gas mixture was
subjected to RF excitation at a power level of 1/8 that required in
conventional RF methane:hydrogen CVD system.[95]. Diamond was

deposited on a silicon substrate at 300 Centigrade.

Most of capital costs of a thermally-activated process would be
very modest, particularly for the systems[90] running at atmospheric
pressure. For a fluorine-based system as discussed above, the
reactivity of fluorine would require monel piping and tubing for the
apparatus. For the other halogens, quartz or vicor would suffice.
Expensive gas cabinets and safety systems are also be required with
any system using the elemental halogens. In addition, because of
environmental concerns about the ozone layer, the exhaust from this

system could not be vented directly to the atmosphere as is now
done for hydrogen-hydrocarbon systems but would have to be
inactivated. Labor costs would be very low for a thermally activated
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process as it is simple and does not require much attention once it is
running. Energy costs would be the lowest of any current CVD
diamond process. Depending on the halogen or
fluorochlorohydrocarbon chosen, gas costs would range form low to
high. Some fluorocholorohydrocarbons are expensive with prices
ranging from $10 to $130 per kilogram. Halogens are even more
expensive with fluorine costing almost $1000 per kilogram.
However, the more common dicholordifluorocarbon with which some

of the best experimental results were obtained[90] sells for only $2
per kilogram. These prices compare with hydrogen at less than $1
per kilogram and methane from a natural gas tap. With current
synthetic diamond prices of a few dollars/carat or $10,000/kilogram,
the conversion efficiency of nutrient gas to diamond could be very
small before high gas costs would be a problem.

IIIC LASER EXCITATION

There have been some reports[96,97] of the deposition of CVD
diamond using laser excitation. One of these reports was later
withdrawn[97]. More recently, a group in India has been reported
that diamond was made by subjecting an organic fluid to a laser
pulse. Also, diamond has been made by directing a laser pulse onto a
graphite layer on a copper slab[98]. Although these reports have
generated wide-spread scientific interest, laser excitation does not

seem to be a technologically viable method of diamond growth.
Economically, lasers would be a poor choice for diamond production
because of their high capital cost, their low rate of conversion of

electrical power to laser light (typically, 3-10%) and low efficiency in
converting nutrient carbon to J;amond.
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IIID. ALTERNATING CHEMICAL REACTIONS

Recently, reports have circulated that diamond can be grown
layer by layer by alternating exposures of diamond to different
gases. No details are available about these experiments. However,
the type of paired reactions that should work are shown in Equations
6 and Figs 15a and 15b for CF4 and CH4:

CH4 + Diamond.F ..... > Diamond-C-H + HF (6a)

CF4 + Diamond-H ..... > Diamond-C-F + HF (6b)

where Diamond-F and Diamond-H represent, respectively, diamond
covered with a monolayer of fluorine and hydrogen. This idea is an
extension of the alternating reaction work of Eversole[5] shown in
Equations 1 and 2. This reaction works because the bond strength of
H-F exceeds the bond strengths of C-F and C-H. Both reactions are
exothermic with an enthalpy of reaction of about 8 kcal/mole.

One can generalize this type of reaction in a number of ways.
One way is to use compounds of the type CNXM and CLZP:

CNXM + Diamond-Z ...... > Diamond-C-X + ZX (7 a)

CLZp + Diamond-X ...... > Diamond-C-Z + ZX (7b)

where Diamond-Z and Diamond-X represent, respectively, diamond
covered with a monolayer of Z and X. If the Z-X bond is stronger
than the C-X and C-Z bonds, then alternate exposures of diamond to

the respective gases will cause alternate exothermic chemical
reactions where carbon is placed down during each exposure. These
types of reactions inherently prevent the generation of double or sp2
carbon bonds and thus stop graphite formation. Examples of gases
that can be used in such reactions pairs are ali of the
fluorochlorocarbons, fiuorochlorohydrocarbons, alcohols, halogens

and hydrogen.

If CNXM and CLZP do not react in the gas phase, then a gas
mixture of them can be used to grow diamond instead of the
alternating exposure of one and then the other depicted in Reactions
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7. In this latter case, the reactions still alternate between (a) and (b)
on a microscale but not on a macroscopic scale"

CNXM + CLZP + X.Diamond-Z ...... > Diamond + ZX (8)

where X-Diamond-Z is diamond covered with a monolayer of a
mixture of X and Z. A process like this may be what is actually
taking place in the thermally activated diamond deposition
experiments discussed above[90-92].

IIIE. DEPOSITION FROM LIQUID SALT BATHS

Patel and Cherian [99,I00] reported evidence of diamond
growth on a diamond crystal that was placed in a small amount of
liquid sodium hydroxide contained in a nickel crucible at 600 C.
When the NaOH which is volatile and unstable at this temperature
evaporated[101], a small deposit less than 1/2 micron thick was left
on portions of the diamond crystals. Independent analysis of this
deposit has not disproven that the deposit is _ diamond[101]. Ali
of the test that can be performed with such a small volume of
material are consistent with the deposition of very thin and small
particles of diamond. If this experiment is valid, we can speculate
as to why it may have worked by using a NaOH bath as an example.
There is an analogy between conventional CVD diamond growth from
an acetyline-hydrogen gas mixture in the presence of atomic
hydrogen and diamond growth from a NaOH salt bath containing
sodium acetylide. Atomic hydrogen, sodium and hydroxyl form
single bonds with carbon and prevent the formation of carbon double
bonds which might lead to graphite growth. The stabilization of the
diamond surface by atomic hydrogen is analogous to the
stabilization by either sodium or hydroxl ion irl a liquid salt solution.
The main difference between the two cases is that the bonding with
diamond is predominantly covalent in the case of hydrogen and
predominantly ionic in the case of sodium and hydroxyl ions. A
simple extension of this method of diamond growth would involve a
temperature gradient in a molten alkali salt bath containing graphite
and a diamond seed. Alternatively, the graphite could be replaced
with an alkali acetylide.

The amount of diamond produced by this process was
extremely small and at present is not economically viable. Until the
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process is modified and improved, it will remain a scientific curiosity
somewhat like the early work of Eversole with CVD diamond.

IIIF. DEPOSITION FROM LIQUID METAL SOLUTIONS

Over the years, a number of patents have been issued claiming
to have grown diamond from a liquid metal solution at low
pressures. Many of these patents stemmed from the success of using
metal catalysts in high-pressure, high-temperature diamond
synthesis. Some of these patents are undoubtedly "paper" patents
which were never really tried but which sounded logical and
reasonable to a patent examiner. The success of using atomic
hydrogen to stabilize diamond, however, reintroduces the question
of whether a liquid metal bath can be used to grow diamond at low
pressures. Diamond in a liquid metal bath may have its surface
stabilized by metal atoms reacting with the diamond to form a
carbide monolayer. If a metal with a metal-carbide bond energy
equal to the hydrogen-carbon bond energy were used, one can argue
that a low-pressure liquid-metal processes analogous to
conventional CVD diamond deposition should be possible.

IV SUMMARY

Many innovative means of making diamond at low pressures
have been developed in recent years. A number of these methods
are only of scientific interest at the present time because of their
high costs or impracticality. Even after these processes are
eliminated from consideration, there remains a number of processes

that are currently being used to make diamonds and which appear to
be economically viable. Some applications are most easily addressed
by a particular process and this is the reason for the choice of the
process in such cases. In other cases, the previous background and
experience of an individual or group of workers has dictated what
diamond process was selected. People with no applicable experience
have tended to select the filament process because of its simplicity or

the microwave process because commercial equipment was available
for purchase. After gaining experience with these techniques, they
have graduated to other techniques which they find more suitable
for their particular uses and applications. Currently, there are over
30 companies in the world actively pursuing CVD diamond research
and trying to develop a diamond business from their research. Many
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different methods of diamond making are being used by these
companies which will be eventually sorted out by the marketplace.
Currently, the advantages, disadvantages and economics of these
various processes are closely guarded proprietary secrets. The
determinatioa of the "best" CVD diamond process, if one really exists,
is not possible at this time from information available in the

literature. Much more process research and development must be
done before this determination will be possible.
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Figure 13. The Combustion Flame Method of Making CVD Diamond.
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Figure 14. Atmospheric-Pressure Thermal Halogen Method of
Making CVD Diamond.

Figures 15a. Addition of Carbon onto a Fluorinated Diamond Surface
by Methane.

Figure 15b. Addition of Carbon onto a Hydronated Diamond Surface
by Carbon Tetrafluoride. Figs 15a and 15b are the Two Steps of a
Cyclic Method of CVD Diamond Growth.
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ELECTRON ASSISTED CVD

I GAS

e e e

! SUBSTRATE I

J_

t--@
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PLASMA COMPOSITION

SPECIES RELATIVE CONCENTRATION CONDENSABLE

MOLECULES 10,000 NO

(H2,CH4)

NEUTRAL RADICALS 100 YES

(H,CH3,CH2,CH,...)

IONS. 1 YES

+ :Ht,(H2,CH , ... )
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ARC DISCHARGE

GAS

DISCHARGE
I

SUBSTRATE
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DC PLASMA CVD_--

[ ANODE __J
-|SUBSTRATEI

PLASMA

lIBII II IUJCATHODE
I I I"1 I

GAS LGA$
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RF THERMAL PLASMA

l'SUBSTRATE]

PLASMA

0 0
o o RF COIL
0 0
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FLAME DIAMONDS

CxHy'l-O2 -=

ORCH

DIAMONDS

FLAME

FRONT WATER-COOLED

SUBSTRATE
HYDROCARBON

FEATHER

OUTSIDE FLAME

FLAME FRONT: C+ -_ 02 --4" CO (3000°C)

HYDROCARBON: C+ "_"0 2(EXTERNAL)'-'" CO
1

OUTSIDE FLAME: CO+-}" 0 2 (EXTERNAL)--" CO2
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HALOGEN-ASSISTED THERMAL GROWTH
OF CVD DIAMOND

CVD DIAMONDS

700 C
GAS TUBE

F2CL2c, H2, He_

irnace I
Furnace 2

5TRATE

ATMOSPHERIC
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ALTERNATIN6 REACTION ONE DURIN6 DIAHOND GROWTH
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ALTERNATING REACTION TWO DURINtl DIAMOND GROWTH
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Ion-Beam Technologies

by

George R. Fenske

Materials and Components
Technology Division

Argonne National Laboratory

Presented at the DOE Tribology Program Workshop on
Diamond and Diamond-Like-Carbon Films, Argonne
National Laboratory, Argonne, IL, Feb. 4-5, 1992

DOE OTM Tribology Program J
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Diamond/DLC Films

Why?

• High hardness

• High thermal conductivity

• Low thermal expansion coefficient

• Chemical stability (<500-1300°C)

• Low friction coefficient

DOE OTM Triboloav Protlram
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Outline

• Review/description of deposition processes

• CVD
\

° PVD

• IBD/IAD

• Properties of IBD/IAD

• Tribological performance of IBD/IAD Coatings

• Issues

DOE OTM Tribology Program -_
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Deposition Techniques

• CVD (e.g., HFCVD, PACVD, etc.)

• PVD (plasma sputtering, ion beam sputtering,
evaporation, etc.)

• IBD (low-energy ion implantation)

° Hybrid processes (biased sputtering, IBAD,
biased HFCVD, etc.)

DOE OTM Tribology Program
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PVD Deposition Processes

• Evaporation (e.g., electron beam evaporation)

• Cathodic arc discharge

• Sputtering

° Ion beam sputtering

• Laser evaporation

DOE OTM Tribology Program _'
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CATHOOE\sANOD
SOURCE
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:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

SILICONSPUTTER
TARGET

Paul Wilbur:
Colorado State University

DOE OTM Tribology Program
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Hybrid Process

• Simultaneous

• Ion Beam Assisted Deposition

• e-beam evaporation

• ion-beam sputtering

° Biased Sputtering

• Biased PECVD (Chang)

• Ion Plating (hollow cathode, laser)

• Sequential

° Laser/HFCVD

• IBS/IBD

DOE OTMTribology Program "
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Comparison of Typical Deposition
Conditions

n'_

Process Carbon Particle Substrate Film

Source Energy (eV) Temperature Characteris-

°C tics

CVD Dilute hydro- 0.1-1 eV Typical Poly-

carbon gas in 800-1100°C crystalline

hydrogen (<500°C diamond &

possible) DLC/DLHC

p,

PVD Solid carbon 0.1-10 eV R.T. and DLC/DLHC

higher

,,

IBD Gas (CH4, 0.1-100 keV R.T. and DLC/DLHC

H2, etc.) higher

(solid carbon)

.....

Hybrid Gas solid 0.1-10 keV R.T. and DLC/DLHC

higher

DOE OTM Tribology Program
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Process Chemical

Deposition ._ Bonding Structure

Parameters Hydrogen Content

J\

\

_J

Thermo-Mechanical

Properties

(p, Hv, kt, etc.)

Tribological

Performance

DOE OTMTribology Program J
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Effect of Process Process Parameters

on DLHC Prop=rties
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_ Tem7 X4000
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> ! l ! I ..I ! , I I I

0 -500 -1000
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-o- -300V

\
\ --'- -800V

E 30 \\o
r=

o _\\\

0

f..

o_ 20 • __,,,o

"I ! -----I I
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Substrate Temperature (°C)

Okada et al.
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IBD/IAD processes typically produce amorphous carbon

films with <1% hydrogen (denoted as a-c or DLC), or,

amorphous hydrogenated carbon films with 20-60%

hydrogen

- amorphous (small crystallites)

- hydrogen content - p, spa bonding

DOE OTM Tribology Program
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Structure of Amorphous Carbon
Films (Angus et al.)

?

- Short range sp2/sp3 bonding

- No long-range order

"--- DOE OTM Tribology Program )
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Friction Coefficient of DLHC Films on
Ceramics (Erdemir, Wei, and Wilbur)

Friction

Coefficient

0.25
i

SI3N4/DLC-SISN4 _ Sapphlre/DLO-ZrO2
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I

0.15 - ', ........................

"_x .... Z
.o.-

............. NORMAL AIR
-._ _ ..°o-"

0.1 ...............

0.05 " ...................

'. ___,., ARGON_ _ "_)

0 5 10 15 20 25

Load (N)

DOE OTM Tribology Program
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Friction Coefficient of DLHC Films on
Ceramics (Erdemir, Wei, and Wilbur)

Friction
Coefficient

0"25 / _ Nitrogen [_ Argon _ Dry Air

0.2 t" _ Normal Air [_ Humid Air
I

• [

0.1 _

°°=-i - I ........ i_ I

__ _....:_',,',; ._ I

Si3N4/DLC-Si3N4 Sapphire/DLC.-ZrO2 Diamond/Si3N4

DOE OTM Tribology Program
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Friction and Wear of DLHC Films on

Ceramics (Erdemir, Wei, and Wilbur)

I Si3N4/DLC-SiC _ Si3N4/SiC

(a)
Wear Rate

(1oSmm 3IN.m)/_' 1200 1151
, . ............ ,-77

140O- _/ _xxxx%_Z_l_x%%X_'_i"
i ',,,
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400 -t ,'" / - /" " " _"- -4 ' ""
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0_2, -- . , ... /
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I Si3N4/DLC-SIC _,",._ Si3N4/SiC

(b)

DOE OTMTribology Program
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Rolling Contact Fatigue Tests of Thin
DLC Films on M50 Steel (Wilbur, et al.)
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Issues

• Film Stability

• environment

• temperature

• mechanical loading

• Surface Finish

• Film Adhesion

• Deposition Rates

• Geometries

• Competing Processes

• mature processes - TiN

• emerging processes - c-BN

- superlattices

• Cost

DOE OTM Tribology Program
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CHARACTERIZATION
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DOE workshop on Diamond and Diamond-like
Carbon Films

February 4th & 5th
Argonne National Lab

J.T. Glass ,

Materials Sci. & Eng.
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I. Identification of the Diamond Phase

A. Composition (Carbon)

Auger Electron Spectroscopy
X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry
Rutherford Backscattering
Infrared Spectroscopy

B. Structure (Diamond, Fd3m space group)

X-ray Diffraction
Electron Difraction

C. Bonding (sp3, tetrahedral)

Raman Spectroscopy
Auger Electron Spectroscopy
Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy
X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

II. Defects in Diamond Films

A. Scanning Electron Microscopy

Grain Boundaries

Particle Morphology
Secondary Nucleation

B. Transmission Electron Microscopy

Dislocations

Stacking Faults
Twins
Grain Boundaries

C. Electrical Measurements

Impurities
Electrically Active Defects
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• A 'e_, G.

D

_

_ _

, t ,l ..... t I i

1000 1200 1400 1 600 1 800

RAMAN SHIFT (cre "1 )

First-order Raman spectra of _liamond"U1infilms. (a)"di_nond-like" film with
features similar to microcrystalline graphite (b),(c) the sharp feature at 1322cm-1 is
indicative of crystalline diamond while features between 1350 and 1600cre-1 are attributed
to sp2 bonded carbon. ( _',,._'o_Q._{ io,,_"_'j.

°-.,mm
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a) 1SOY 14.0 cm -1

b) 0 V 5.7 cm-1

I c) -150 V 5.0 crn-1

r./'j

rfj

i t i I i I I

1000 1200 1400 l (300 1800

WAVENUMBER (CM- 1)

Raman spectra of diamond thin films grown under different biasing
conditions. Appl. Phys. Lett. 56 (7), 12 February 1990.
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Electron Spectroscopies

A. Auger Electron Spectroscopy

B.. X,ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
• • : .?

. • o

_ C. Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy

• °. _.
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i I n I i ! I I I !--,
O 200 400 600 800 IOOO

Energy I eV

Lower curve: distribution of energies of secondaryelectrons ejected from

a graphite surface by incident electrons of energy 1000 eV. Upper curve: differential
distribution over the energy range containing the carbon K/_,L, Auger peaks, in the
differential distribution the peak 'position' is taken to be that of the high energy

minimum, by convention

_,_,yc,¢.v,,,_o,,.=r:_o_,.,
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Diamond .(,'_,-_,,._) Ao:z 0.5 AI -* I " A_ :t i A3 t I "'"

l'_ak e.crgy a 268 256 240 230
Peakposition relative to Ao 12 28 .38
Calculatedener_le_(B_S._ 7_¢ll " _':_; - "ta.: - , - ,,17_ .

_ Identification ,, (KVIVI) (KV_V2) (A - h_,) (Ao-_w__' Cal-cula_edenergies[19](I.C.) ;zob 252 24_ " "

Identification (lD2) (_PI) (ISo)

Graphite

Peak eriergya 268 255 24 l
Peakposition_elativeto Ao 14 27
Other li l] 270 253 239

Amorphous.carbon

Peak energy • 268 243
Peak position relative to Ao 25 '
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Wide energy range XPS scan of a diamond

film grown at 1% CB 4 in H2.
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Electron Microscopies

A. Scanning Electron Microscopy

B. Transmission Electron Microscopy

(C. Scanning Tunnelling :Microscopy b
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Schematic of Diamond Nuclei on _-SiC

s_c(oo_)
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Electron source

Electron source _ :-

_ Co,_denser • • First

lens system condenser
lens

Condenser
aperlure Second

Condenser condenser 1

• ---- _ .,- _ Iperturl lens

deflect/on

f ...

__,-_m / Thin specimen !

Objective

biective lens lenses _ _-- I _ Transmitted

Forward.scattered "T electrons
(diffracled)

_7 Backfocal Diane

/J _ Final probe- electrons A _ Objective

_/ forming Ipenure Image plane .... eperlure

J.. ml..

Ir_ageJorming

v,.,.o,<,...
l'rlYSl _ _ _li S¢lnning probe Photographic 'recording system

Bulk s_mlm

li PLANAR TEM SAMPLE

f //llllll//llll/ll///l_ _ _t ttr __''I'<'F'////II/1
OR ETCH

b CROSS-SECTION TEM SAMPLE _ _),_(¢_,_,_-,o'v_ _

11111 a

I

SLICE. SECTIONS ION MILL ¢_a._N,,_\ aL _ ¢ _'_

'------'

lt.. EPOXY

Sample preparation for transmission electron microscopy (TEM): ta) Prep.
Iration oi'standard planar samples involves polishing and a final etch or ion mifi to thin

the sample: (b} samples for cross section TEM involve (1) and (2) slicingsections about I

mm thick. 13l using epoxy to hold two sections together and then polishing to about 50

pm thickness, lind then 14i ion milllnll to produce the final sample thickness oi' about
sooX.
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ComparativeSensitivities

aOc_AES, XPS-EELS,Ramanto sp2:sp3

Goal: Provide a comparison between techniques
used by different researchers to evaluate the
quality of diamond films,

Approach'.

• Vaw the methane concentration in the feedgas
(1 to 50% in hydrogen) to increase/decrease the
sp2 component in the deposited films.

• Apply known correction factors (in the case of '
Raman) and qualitatively determine the
amounts of phases,

211



SEM micrograph of diamond film grown with 1%
methane in hydrogen.

J_

1 I_m

SEM micrograph of diamond film grown with 50%
methane in hydrogen.
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AES Spectra from
Diamond Films

220 230 240 250 260 270 280

KineticEnergy(eV)

Auger spectra of diamond films grown with CH4
concentrations of a) 1%, b)3%, c)5%,d)10%, e) 20%,
f) 50%.
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XPS-EELS from Series of
Diamond Films

1%CH 4

70 60 50 40 30 20 10

EnergyLoss(eV)
t
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Raman Spectraof DiamondFilms
Grown with Different Methane
Concentrations in the Feedgas

1000 1200 1400 1600

FrequencyShift (cm"1)
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FractionofDiamond (sp3) Determinedby.
Deconvolution of _S, XPS-EELS, and _
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IN-VACUO CVD/ANALYTICAL CHAMBER

i , A CVD Chamber

O B Analytical

C Transfer Tube
D Load Lock

I I I
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Nucl. Density vs. Bias Time

I I I

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

Bias Time (hrs.)
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Calculated Film Thicknesses
From XPS Peak Area Ratios

h¢ During Biasing Pretreatment
100-

"_80-

_,._ 60 •

, // \s_-c 240 - /

20 C-C

0
I I I I I

0 20 40 60 80 100 120

Bias Time (rain.)

B: During Growth, After I hr. Bias
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Amorphous
O_T$_ Hydrocarbom

Adsorbed oxygen and amorphous hydrocarbonson the substrate prior to biasing

BeforeBias

_. si-? c<

__ -Adsorbedcarboniseitheretchedawayor

...... convertedtoSi-C.
-Physisorbedoxy.genisconvertedintoSi-O.
-C-CbondingisfoundonthesurfaceoftheSi-(:.

5min

Si-C C-C

_ i: -As biasing continues the oxide is etched away.
;_ -Si-Cislan_Iscontinuetogrow

15rain
Diamond

\

_ -As local carbide islands reach cfitic_ilthickness,

excess carbon forms stable dusters.
-Some of the duster become favorable for
diamond nucleation.

30min
Diamond

-As the rest of the carbide reaches critical thickness,
more carbon becomes available to form diamond

•nucleation sites.
lhr

-Asbias'.mgcon.tinues,etch_ occurs,whichallows
', diamondtonucleateclosertotheSisurface.

' 2 hfs " "

[] I C_ll '=
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MICROWAVE PLASMA CVD SYSTEM

Wavegulde

Tantalum
Substrate Substrate Heater
Holder Heater Enclosure

Photo
Diode

He-Ne Pls_naLaser
voltage

laserReflection Jr
Interferometry ToProcws

Setup Pumps

III II I I I
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LRI Theory

.,

Film

Substrate

Growth Rate - (_,/2q)/T

Where _,= laser wavelength

rl = film refractive index
..

T ---Period between interference cycles
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LRI Scan
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Growth Rate vs CH4 Concentration

2. X

0.01 -
I I I I I I I I _ I I
2 3 4 S 6789 2 3

0.01
Methane Concentration (%')

,, Nr I

......... o .. - .........................................
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SUMMARY

• SEM & Raman Spectroscopy are the minimum techniques
necessary (easy sample prep and relatively inexpensive)

• Strong correlations between surface morphology, defect
density and Raman signal exist

• Various surface analysis techniques can be utilized and
allow in-vacuo characterization of the growth process

• Quantification of nondiamond component is currently very
difficult and needs further development

• True in-situ techniques are limited due to growth
environment but are currently under development (LRI,
Ellipsometry, ATR...)
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SELECTED MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF DIAMOND

Property Value Units Note Table Ref.

Elastic (Young's) modulus 1050. GPa 1

965. GPa Type la (nat.) 2

Bulk modulus 440. GPa I (p. 8)

440.-590. GPa Type lh 3

Poisson's ratio 0.2 - - - Type la (nat.) 2

0.2 - - - synth, polyxl. 2

0.I-0.29 --- dcp.on onem. I

Tensile strength (theoretical) 190. GPa (<111> dir.) 1 (p. 285)

2.94 GPa (best value) 1

Shear strength (theor..<110> {! 11} system) 121. GPa ! (p. 285)

Compressibility 1.7x10-7 cm2/kg Type lla 3

Cleavage velocity 7.2 km/s 1 (13.289)

References:

I.J.E.Field,cd.,The Pro_niesofDiamond,AcademicPress,Ncw York (1979).

2. R.M. Chrcnkoand H. M. Strong,"PhysicalPropcrdesofDiamond,"Gcn.ElectricReport#75
CRD 089, (1975).

3. W.G. Ebcrsol, U. S. Patents 3,030,187 and 3,030,188 (1962).
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Figure 7. Scanning electron micrograph of a steel cutting chip removed as a
steel ball slid against a diamond film with sharp facets.

P. J. Blau Mechanical Propemes. Friction. and Wear
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Gro_vth Conditions Determine the Internal and External Morphology of
Diamond Films

SEM TEM

Micro crystalline 1.
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4.0 REPORTS FRO.M. WORKIN0 PANELS

Panel I - Comparative Evaluation of Deposition Technologies

Panel Members:

Chairman: George R. Fenske, Argonne National Laboratory

David K. Benson National Renewable Energy Laboratory
Deepak Govind Bhat GTE Valenite Corporation
Yu-Lin Chen Allison Gas Turbine Division, GM

Roy Gat Case Western Reserve University
Mike Kelly Stanford University

James E. Lawler University of Wisconsin
Dennis C. Nagle Martin Marietta Labs.
Duane OuLka Sandia National Laboratories

Roland J. Pitts Natk:_'_l Renewable Energy Laboratory

Gopal Subray Revankar Deere & Co.
Frank Stodolsky Argonne National Laboratory
Vish V. Subramaniam Ohio State University
Mahendra Kumar Sunkara Case Western Reserve University

Paul J. Wilbur Colorado State University

Ming-Show Wong Northwestern University
William E. Woolam Southwest Research Institute

This working group attempted to evaluate/compare the different types of deposition
techniques currently under investigation for depositing diamond and dlamond-llke carbon
films. Table I lists the broad types of techniques that were considered for depositing
diamond and diamond-like carbon films. After some discussion, it was agreed that any

evaluation of the various techniques would be dependent on the end application. Thus the
next action was to list the different areas where diamond and DLC films could find

applications in transportation. These application areas are listed in Table II. Table II
intentionally does not go into great detail on applications because that subject is dealt with

specifically by Panel #4 - APPLICATIONS TO TRANSPORTATION. The next action
concentrated on identifying critical issues or limitations (see Table III) that need to be
considered in evaluating the different processes. An attempt was then made to rank

different broad categories of deposition techniques currently available or under
development based on the four application areas (Table II) and the limitations (Table III).

These rankings/evaluations are given in Tables IV and V for diamond and DLC techniques,
respectively, Finally, the working group tried to identify critical development and research
issues that need to be incorporated into developing a long-term program that focuses on

diamond/DLC coatings for transportation needs.
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Deposition Technologies

Techniques for depositing diamond and diamond-llke-carbon films are listed in Table I.
For diamond films, CVD processes that were considered include: laser-assisted, hot-
filament, plasma-assisted (microwave), and halogen-based CVD. Two other techniques

considered were combustion-flame processes and plasma (arc)-Jet processes. While this is
not a complete list of all of the techniques/processes (and variants thereof] known to be
under investigation for depositing diamond films, the working group felt that these were

the more prominent ones and that techniques/processes not listed (e.g. biased hot-
filament, low- or high-pressure rf-discharge, etc.) would be similar to those listed. For
example, the LANL proceeding,currently under development to combine hydrogen and carbon

at elevated temperatures h, a fluldized-bed reactor to deposit diamond coatings would come
under the combustion-flame process in Table I.

Techniques for producing DLCs are also listed in Table II. Again, not all processes are
listed. The DLC processes are primarily based on PVD and energetic-beam technology (or
combinations of both).

Application Areas

The first action was to list the different areas where diamond and DLC films could find

applications in transportation. These application areas are listed in Table II. Table II

intentionally does not go into great detail on applications because that subject is dealt with
specifically by Panel #4 - APPLICATIONS TO TRANSPORTATION. The first application area

on thermal management takes advantage of the high thermal conductivity of diamond films
to help dissipate heat generated either by mechanical means (e.g. brakes or cutting

operations), or ohmic heating (high-power-density electronic componenls), lt was also
noted that diamond/DLC films could be used to control the thermal loading of the inlcrior
compartment by controlling the amount of light transmitted.

Tke second application area identified, Optics, is concerned with the use of diamond
(and perhaps DLC) films as optical coatings for windows.

The third area deals not only with the use of diamond/DLC films in end-use tribological

applications (e.g. cylinder liners, fuel injectors, etc.), but also with manufacturing practices
(e.g. machining, etc. of components)

The fourth application area deals with using diamond/DLC coatings in fabricating
sensors used in transportation, e.g., pressure, temperature, and emission sensors.
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Com0aratlve Ltmlt_(10n$

The discussion in this section focused on determining the critical factors that need

consideration in ranking/evaluating the different processes listed in Table I for the
application areas listed in 'Fable II. Substrate preparation refers to special pre-deposition
treatments [such as scratching the surface with diamond or some other abrasive material)

to enhance the nucleation of diamond crystals during the initial stages of film growth.
While these steps may be required for diamond films, they are not required for DLCs.
Growth rates may also be a limiting factor for some of the processes (e.g. PA-CVD) but not
for others (Arc-Jet). The size of the component for currently available diamond techniques

may be an issue depending on the application, but not necessarily for many of the DLC
processes which are more mature.

Substrate deposition temperature is currently a major limiting factor for most diamond
deposition processes [depending on what one would consider as being an acceptable
growth rate). Deposition temperatures below the annealing temperature of steel

components are highly desirable. Cost is always a critical factor particularly if these
techniques will be used in treating components produced in large quantities. Surface finish

is another critical factor particularly for tribologlcal applications that demand smooth
surfaces to prevent severe wear of the mating surface. In some instances [e.g. material

cutting, grinding, etc.), however, a smooth surface may not be as critical.

The maximum thickness that can be deposited may be critical depending on the

process and type of film (diamond or DLC). Thick diamond coatings (in excess of 3-4 mm
thickness) are commercially available today. For DLCs, the thickness is usually less than
several micrometers.

Adhesion is another critical factor that limits applications. If the coating does not

adhere to the surface under typical operating conditions, the coating is useless. Adhesion

appears to be more of an issue for diamond coatings than for DLCs. Diamond films are often
difficult to nucleate and grow on all but a few materials [typically strong carbide formers),

while DLCs can be applied on a wider range of materials particularly if an intermediate
bond-coat is employed.

Thermal conductivity is not a limiting factor for diamond films; in fact the thermal
conductivity of diamond films is one of its outstanding properties. DLCs on the other hand,
because of their amorphous nature, have very poor thermal conducttvitles, and thus are
inappropriate for thermal-management applications.

The geometry limitation in Table III refers to the capability of the different techniques

to coat components with complicated shapes. Line-of-sight processes such as the ion-beam
techniques would have difficulty coating interior surfaces. CVD processes on the other hand
may be more appropriate for interior surfaces provided activated species can be transported
to the interiors.

Finally, thermal oxidation of the coatings needs to be considered. Diamond films are
stable up to temperatures of approximately 800°C [depending on the environment) while

DLCs start to crystall_e (to graphite) at temperatures above 300-400°C .
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Ranking/Evaluations

Tables IV and V summarize the ranking of the different techniques identified in Table I

for the 4 application areas listed in Table II. The critical limiting factors that the working-
group members felt were crucial In evaluating the different techniques are listed for each

application area. For thermal-management applications, the limiting factors include:
growth rates, substrate temperatures, cost, thermal conductivity, and thermal oxidation.
Based on these factors, the group felt that the Arc-Jet technology Is most promising as a
proven technology for thermal-management applications. Plasma-assisted CVD (microwave)

and hot-fllame_t CVD processes were rated as the next two most promising proven
technologies. ',.'xe columns denoted by "Pot" denote technologies (PA-CVD, halide-assisted

CVD, and Arc-Jet) that the group felt had significant potential for thermal-management
applications.

For optics applications, the more promising, proven technologies Include PA-CVD, Arc-
Jet, and HF-CVD), while halide-CVD and combustion-flame processes offer potential.

Under tribological applications, PA-CVD, Arc-Jet, and HF-CVD were noted as most
promising techniques (these three techniques are the most mature of the different

techniques listed, and thus it is not surprising to see them listed in the top of the "Proven"
processes). PA-CVD was listed as having potential because it may be possible to form cubic-
BN films. Halide-based CVD techniques were also listed as having potential because of their
potential ability to deposit films at low substrate temperatures.

For sensor applications, the PA-CVD and HF-CVD were noted as being the most
promising proven technologies. Arc-Jet technologies were not considered because of high
deposition temperatures. Laser-assisted CVD techniques have potential because of their

ability to develop complex diamond patterns that may be incorporated into the sensors.

The results of the ranking exercise for DLC processes are given in Table V. Because of
the poor thermal conductivity and thermal oxidation properties of DLCs, it was felt that
these types of films (and hence their deposition processes) should not be considered at all

for thermal management and sensor applications. Consequently, all of the processes listed
in Table V received a "0", signifying that they should not be considered. For optical
coatings, sputter-deposition techniques were considered to be very mature, and thus were

rated as most promising of the proven technologies. Ion-assisted techniques and PA-CVD
were also noted as being promising "proven" processes.

For tribologlcal applications, all of the processes, with the exception of laser-ablatlon-
PVD appeared to be equally promising as proven technologies.

Recom m endatlon$:

After evaluating the different processes for depositing diamond and DLC coatings, the

working group attempted to identify key issues that need to be addressed in furthering the
utilization of diamond and DLC films in transportation applications. These issues fell into

one of two categories: one dealing with research Issues and the other dealing with
technology-development issues.
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The research issues that need to be addressed in bringing diamond and DLC coating
technologies to the point where they can solve the thermal-management, optic, tribological,

and sensor needs of advanced transportation systems are as follows:

1) Growth Rates: The growth rates of the current processes used to produce

diamond and DLC films are not sufficiently high to make them
economically attractive for transportation applications. Growth rates are
typically on the order of several micrometers per hour (with the exception

of plasma arc-Jet processes]. Increases in the range of two to three orders
of magnitude are needed.

In order to increase the overall growth rates of the deposition processes,
research is needed to understand the nucleation and growth of diamond
and DLC films and how the multitude of process parameters influence

these processes.

2) Substrate Temperature: The substrate temperatures required for

diamond-film growth are too high for many materials. Typical deposition
temperatures for diamond films are in the 800 to 1000°C range.
Deposition temperatures (without reduced growth rates] below 400 to

500°C are desirable for use on heat-treated steel components (assuming
adherent diamond coatings can be deposited on steels].

Research on nucleation and growth at low substrate temperatures is
needed to address this issue.

3) Adhesion: Adhesion is a critical factor that limits the application of

diamond films. A general (but not necessarily sufficient] criterion for good
adhesion is to use a material that is a strong carbide former (iron and

steels are an exception].

Research is needed to identify the properties that determine the adhesion

of diamond films and how the different deposition processes can be
modified to improve the adhesion of diamond and DLC films.

4) Surface Finish: Polycrystalline films deposited by many of the techniques

listed in Table I are comprised of faceted crystals. The resulting surfaces
can be rough and thus unacceptable for some applications. Research on
the nucleation and growth mechanisms of diamond films would provide

information on controlling the surface roughness. Post-deposition surface-
finishing procedures may offer an alternative approach to obtain the
desired surface morphology.

Once the technological barriers have been overcome, a number of process-
development issues need to be addressed. These issues include:
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1 ) Scalability: Can the desired i_rocess be scaled up in size to coat not only
prototypic components, but also eventually be adapted for long-term and
potentially high-volume manufacturing runs?

2 ) Controllability: Is the desired process controllable, and if so what are the
, critical process parameters that need to be monitored and controlled?

3) Cost/Marketability: Can the cost be brought down to reasonable levels
acceptable to industry? Precisely what are the markets for these
diamond/DLC film processes?

Stlmmarv:

Within the time allotted, a number of practical deposition processes that currently
exist for forming diamond and DLC coatings were evaluated with respect to 4 application
areas (thermal mmmgement, optics, tribology, and sensors). The group identified a number
of promising technologies that currently exist for diamond-film deposition. These include
processes based on hot-filament and microwave-plasma CVD and arc-discharge. For DLC
coatings, it was noted that this is a relatively more mature field in terms of processes than
the deposition of diamond films. There are a number of applications where DLCs are
routinely used. particularly in the magnetic recording field. It was also noted that although
the group consldere-1 4 application categories in assessing the different processes, a more
thorough assessment needs to be performed for each specific application once it has been
identified.

The group also noted that there are a number of significant differences between
diamond and DLC coatings that place limitations on the end-use of these coatings. Notable
are the low thermal-conductivity and thermal-oxidation properties of DLCs compared to
diamond films that limits the applicability of DLCs for sensors and thermal management.
The surface roughness of DLCs make them very attractive for tribological applications
compared to diamond films.

lt was further noted that new/novel processes and deposition chemistries (e.g.
halogen-assisted CVD) need to be explored particularly for diamond-film deposition.

Specific development and research goals were identified. Research and development
effort is strongly needed to obtain higher growth rates, to lower the deposition
temperature, improve the surface roughness, and the adhesion of diamond and DLC films.
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TABLE J- Deposition Techniques

Diamond

Chemical Vapor Deposition Processes

- laser assisted CVD (LA-CVD)

- hot filament CVD (HF-CVD)

- plasma-assisted (micro-wave} CVD (PA-CVD}

- halogen activated CVD {hal-CVD)

Combustion Flame (FLAME)

Plasma (Arc-Jet)

Diamond-Like Carbon Films

Physical Vapor Deposition

- electron-beam evaporation (EB-PVD)

- sputtering (SPT-PVD}

- CCD (CVD-PVD}

- laser ablation (LA-PVD}

Ion-Beam Deposition (IBD}

Ion-Assisted Deposition (IAD)

Plasma-Assisted CVD (PA-CVD)
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TABLE H: Transportation Application Areas

1 } Thermal Management

heat dissipation {hot spots}

electronic components (high power density}

heat loading through windows

manufacturing (cutting tools)

2 } Optics

3 } Tribology

4} Sensors {e.g., mechanical devices to measure pressures and temperatures}
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TABLE HI: Comparative Limitations

PCDs DLCs

A substrate x

preparation
(nucleation)

B growth rates x x

C component x
size

D substrate x

temperature

E cost x ?

F surface finish x

G maximum x

coating
thickness

H adhesion x ?

I grain-size, x N/A
crystallltes,
heteroepit.

j thermal x

conductivity

K geometry x x

L thermal x _
oxidation
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TABLE IV: Ranlr.in I of Diamond-Deposition Processes

Thrml-
Mngmnt Optics Tribology" Sensors

lB.D. E.J. L} [F.G. H. I} lC,D, F.H. I,LL} [H.J. L}

Prvn** Pot** Prvn Pot Prvn Pot Prvn Pot

CVD

HF- 3 - 3 - 3 - 2 -
CVD

PA- 2 + 1,2 - I c-BN I -
CVD

hal- - + - + - low-Ts - -
CVD

FLAME - - - + - + - -

Arc- l + 1,2 - 2 - - -
Jet

*Alsoincludeswear-reslstantcoatingsforoptics.

**"Prvn"- refersto proven technologiesforspecifiedfield.
"Pot"- refersto technologlesthat have significantpotentialin specifiedfield.

+Denotes techp-Aoglesthathave potential.
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TABLE V: Ranking of DLC-Depositlon Processes

Thrml-

Mngmnt Optics Tribology Sensors

{B. D. E. J. L} [F, G. H. I} LC. D. F. H. K. L) {H. j. L}

Prvn Pot Prvn Pot Prvn Pot Prvn Pot

EB- O" 0 - - 1 - 0 0
PVD

SPT- 0 0 1 - 1 - 0 0
PVD

CVD 0 0 - - 1 - 0 0

LA- 0 0 - - - ** 0 0
PVD

IBD 0 0 - - 1 - 0 0

IA 0 0 2, a I - 0 0

D 3

PA- 0 0 2,3 b - 1 - 0 0
PVD

*A '0' denotes these techniques should not be considered.

**Refers to technologies that have potential.

aprotective coatings for low-heat-load windows.

biR windows.
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Panel 2 -Properties of Diamond and Diamond-Like-Carbon Films

Panel Members:

Chairman: P.J. Blau, Oak Ridge National Laboratory

O. O. AJayi Argonne National Laboratory
P. F. Bartelt Deere & Co.

I_ H. Baughman Allied Signal
B. Bhushan Ohio State University
R. E. Clausing Oak Ridge National Laboratory

C. V. Cooper United Technologies Research Center
M. T. Dugger Sandia National Laboratories

A. Freedman Aerodyne Research, Inc.
J. Larsen-Basse National Science Foundation

Y. Y. Liu Argonne National Laboratory
N. R. McGuire Caterpillar

R. F. Messier Penn State University
G. L. Noble John Crane, Inc.
M. H. Ostrowski John Crane, Inc.

A. Purohit Argonne National Laboratory
B. D. Sartwell Naval Research Laboratory
R. Wet Colorado State University

Goals of this Panel

This panel attempted to identify and prioritize research and development needs in
determining the physical, mechanical and chemical properties of diamond and diamond-

llke-carbon films {D/DLCF). Three specific goals were established. They were:

I. To identify problem areas which produce concern and require a better
knowledge of D/DLCF properties.

2. To identify and prioritize key properties of D/DLCF to promote transportation
applications.

3. To identify needs for improvement in propertles-measurement methods.

Each of these goals is addressed subsequently.

Problem Areas

Problem areas delineated by the panel were identified as being either short-term (ST)
issues (urgent needs), long-term {LT) issues (requiring significant times for effective
solution), or as having elements of both (S/LT). These problem areas are summarized as
follows:
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I There was general agreement that there is a need for specific guidance from
the transportation industry (i.e., engine manufacturers, parts manufacturers,

materials suppliers] as to which specific properties need to be improved. This
guidance is critical for those developing new methods to produce D/DLCF. [ST]

2. A need was expressed for a comprehensive data base for the properties of
D/DLCF. This activity should begin at once and be continued as the technology
matures. [S/LT]

3. There is a lack of standard tests (e.g., ASTM test methods] for use to determine
the properties of D/DLCF. [S/LT]

4. Standard reference materials on which _o validate D/DLCF property-
measurement methods are not available b'it should be developed. [ST]

5. There is a need for better quality--control (QC) methods which can use one or
two key properties to qualify products for use. Often it is not possible,

economically and/or technically, to perform a large number of tests on each lot
of material. Key QC tests, which are well-correlated to performance, should be
developed. [S/LT]

Considerati0n$ Bearing on Problem Areas

There was a sense that certain factors affect the degree to which government
laboratories should be involved with industrial efforts to promote and develop D/DLCF
technology. There considerations included the following:

1. There is no question that property requirements will be driven by end use.
Applications information arising from the other panels should be considered in

setting priorities.

2. Pending the identification of specific target applications, R&D should be

directed at generic technical issues.

3. Research is needed to ]ink D/DLCF properties with their microstructures and
the underlying mechanisms of material behavior.

4. Combinations of key properties may be more important than individual
properties alone.

5. The properties of D/DLCF must be taken in the context of a total materials

system which contains the substrate-material properties as weil.

Prioritlzati0n of Needs for D/DLCF Properties

A poll of the panel members indicated the following order (l=hlghest) of importance in
properties determination for D/DLCF used in transportation applications:
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1. tribological properties

2. mechanical properties

3. thermal properties

4. chemical properties

5. electro/optical properties.

lt is recognized that the above priorities may be different for specific applications (for
example, thermal management for circuit chips may rank much higher in regard to
automotive microcomputer-system needs). Therefore, the list resulted from a consensus

on applicability to the general area of transportation technology.

There was an attempt to further break down the top two properties needs on the above
list iv.to more specific areas. Those tribology areas receiving at least three votes from panel

members were the f_._llowing:

Subject No. of Votes

1. friction 13

2. wear 13

3. better surface-morphology characterization 10

4. rolllng--contact-fatigue characterization 5

5. lubrication of D/DLCF 4

6. scuffing-reduction properties 3

Similarly, mechanical-properties areas receiving the most votes were as follows:

Subject No. of Votes

1. adhesion 1 5

2. hardness 8

3. residuai stress 4

4. fracture toughness 3

5. elastic properties 2

Prioritization in Needs for Better Pr0perties-Measurcment Methods

There were five areas in which better D/DLCF properties-measurement methods were
felt to be needed. These are:
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1) Better methods for reporting (i.e., improved completeness of methodology) are
needed for friction and wear data, including the more consistent use of units.

2] Several areas of adhesion testing were identified as being significant. These
included development of standard reference materials for adhesion testing,

better means to develop quantitative rankings, more repeatable and
reproducible methods for adhesion testing, better methods to discriminate
between shear and tensile properties of D/DLCF, and better tests for scratch,

pull, bend, bulge and indentation.

3) Thermal-conductivity test methods should be developed aimed at specific
applications (as ASTM test methods), Special test methods are needed for films
under 0. I micrometer in thickness.

4) The hardness of thin films is very difficult to measure. New methods to prepare
surface for hardness tests without altering properties should be developed.

5) Indentation fracture-toughness testing methods have serious drawbacks.
Improved methods for D/DLCF are needed.

.Recommendations

In summary, Panel #2 on Properties had the following recommendations:

1. Properties data for D/DLCF cannot stand alone. Data must be accompanied by an
understanding of materials fundamentals.

2. Special techniques, tailored for measuring the properties of D/DLCF, are
urgently needed. Some of these techniques should be standardized, for

example, as ASTM test methods, and reference materials to validate new
standard test methods are needed as weil.

3. The panel recommended establishing an initial round-robin program to develop
a D/DLCF properties data base.

4. Tribological behavior, mechanical properties, and thermal properties have high

priority for D/DLCF in transportation applications. A series of specific property
rankings were developed.
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Panel 3 - Characterization

Panel Members:

Chairperson: Robert A. Erck, Argonne National Laboratory

Ali Erdemir Argonne National Laboratory
Albert Feldman Natl. Inst. of Standards and Technology

Jeffrey T. Glass North Carolina State University
Jang-Hsing Hsieh Argonne National Laboratory
Rick Kleimer Coors Ceramics

Emil A. Lawton JPL/Caltech

Richard H. Lee Argonne National Laboratory
Carl J. McHargue Univ. of Tennessee-Knoxville

Xian Zheng Pan Argonne National Laboratory
Diane E. Peebles Sandia National Laboratory

Deming Shu Argonne National Laboratory

This task of this panel was to identify and prioritize needs in the area of
characterization of diamond and diamond-like-carbon (DLC) films for use in the

transportation industry. Diamond has been extensively studied for many years, and DLC has
been known and studied for two decades. Until recent advances in producing diamond and

DLC films that were both inexpensive and suitable for covering large areas, it was not
considered feasible that these materials could be mass--produced.

The physical properties of diamond have been well characterized. However, because
diamond and DLCs have been extremely expensive and difficult to produce, especially in

large quantities or over large areas, little work has been done to apply these materials to
non-traditional applications. Thus, little work was done (aside from diamonds for abrasive
applications) on investigating and determining how best to apply diamond and DLCs to

solving pro_lems in transportation technology. The deposition technologies (e.g., CVD
diamond) are themselves very new, and much more work needs to be done on

understanding how the processes operate on the molecular scale.

After some discussion, it was agreed that the Characterization panel should restrict

itself to identifying needs in areas that would be of most use to manufacturers and users in
producing and utilizing diamond and DLC coatings in industry. These characterization
needs include:

1) in-situ monitoring during growth

2) relation of structure to performance

3) standards and definitions

The performance of any diamond or DLC surface depends critically on the properties of

the surface of the film, the film itself (bulk), any interfaces that are contained in the film or

between film and substrate, and the substrate. The Panel addressed three questions. What
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were some of these general systems that needed to be characterized, why is the information
needed, and how will this information be obtained? Table I is a summary list of items

Identified by the Panel.

The Panel intentionally avoided discussing specific properties of diamond and DLC
films; that topic is dealt with by Panel #2, Properties of Diamond and Diamond-Like Carbon.

Nor did the Panel enumerate the various techniques for deposition; these are addressed by
Panel # I, Comparative Evaluation of Deposition Technologies.

For any successful commercial utilization of diamond and DLC films, it was thought vital
to be able to know which parameters are critical for the maintenance of quality and

reproducibility during deposition. In addition, any practical production process will require
In-situ monitoring of the deposition process. Without real-time "feedback," quality during
manufacturing is put in Jeopardy. Thus, the Panel placed emphasis on process control, and

on determining the relation between measured parameters, structure and performance.
The following section lists some of the concerns expressed by panel members.

• It was felt that the characterization question should span the range from

fundamental to applied. Fundamental research was needed to determine which
parameters (and thus which techniques) would give the most useful (significant)
information about the control of a particular technique. Applied research was

needed to relate properties to performance during use.

• Characterization methods should be developed which allow monitoring the

growing film during deposition. Because practical CVD methods of growing
diamond and DLC films have only recently been discovered, the kinetics of these

interactions, especially gas-gas and gas-solid interactions, is Just beginning to be
understood, lt became clear that any practical deposition technology involves
understanding and controlling reactions between molecular and atomic species

existing in the gas phase and between the gas phase and the surface. Thus, the
characterization task requires a means of measuring properties of molecular,
atomic or excited species, and character_ing the interactions between these

species and the growing surface.

• Any practical use of diamond and DLC coatings under mechanically loaded
conditions will require good adhesion of the film to the substrate. A film that
detaches will be worthless. Diamond's thermal-expansion coefficient is a poor

match to many common engineering materials, and good adhesion is necessary
for film integrity under thermal cycling. At present, good bonding of diamond can

be obtained to only a few classes of materials. Thus a means of assuring
film/substrate bonding is needed, as well as a way of controlling film stresses
during growth.

• lt was emphasized that characterization techniques can be classified as de-
structive or non-destructive. For process monitoring, suitable non-destructive

tests need to be developed.
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• A suitable characterization technique must be sensitive to the parameter or

parameters that critically affect the performance of the product. Much work is
still needed to clearly understand which characterization techniques would be

most appropriate to study the particular film property to be measured. For
example, Raman spectroscopy is highly sensitive to graphite impurities that are
sometimes found in diamond films grown by CVD techniques. Thus, Raman spec-
troscopy would be extremely useful as a characterization tool if knowledge or

control of the presence or absence of graphite were critical. However, if film
properties were found to be critically related to grain size, for example, and the

presence of graphite was immaterial, then Raman would be unsuitable. A
characterization technique sensitive to grain size would need to be found.

• A clear need was felt for the development of basic and applied understandings of

the chemistry and structure of diamond and DLC films in order to engineer
specific (desirable) properties. Many of the basic physical properties of these
materials are well-measured and understood. However, because diamond and

DLCs have been very expensive and difficult to produce, especially in large
quantities or over large areas, it was never thought practical to apply these
materials on a large scale to manufactured parts. Thus, little work has been done

on understanding diamond and DLC films in terms of those specific properties
useful for application to transportation. Thus, a gap in knowledge was seen in the
relation of chemistry and structure to properties such as wear resistance, friction

or compatibility with other materials.

• For any production of diamond and DLC films on a commercial scale, some

reliable and robust means of monitoring and feedback will need to be developed
for use during production. At the present time, we lack knowledge and tools to
monitor and characterize the production of films of diamond and DLC In-situ. This

includes both monitoring of film nucleation and monitoring of growth. The initial
nucleation of the film will be a critical step, so that characterization and feedback

may be necessary to attain acceptable yields, lt was thought that deposition rates
would probably be slow and that some means of assuring film quality in-situ would

be necessary to avoid lengthy deposition of a fatally flawed film.

• Much additional work and understanding are needed to relate structure to
performance. The term structure was not restricted to physical structure, but also
includes chemical composition and impurities. The panel included in the
"performance '° category not only tribological aspects such as wear, environmental

and high-temperature properties, but also radiation resistance and electrical
properties. Information is needed about not only the film itself, but also about the
surface, interfaces and substrate, as shown in Table I.

• An experimental means of adhesion testing that is reproducible is needed for

diamond and DLC films. However, no widely accepted direct means of testing
thin films in general exists, making this challenge more difficult. A non-
destructive means of ascertaining film adhesion would be ideal. An indirect lest,

in which a particular property that is related to adhesion is measured may be one
way of approaching the problem, but much work needs to be done in this area.
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• The extent of the information database for diamond, and especially DLC, is still

very limited, lt was speculated that some of the data published to date may have
been obtained under poorly controlled conditions as researchers initially strove to

understand the new deposition processes. A strong desire was expressed by panel
members representing industry for a study and compilation of a database

concerning critical process parameters and performance, lt was felt that a
published database, perhaps similar tothe ACTIS tribology database, would be
useful.

• A strong need for standards and standardized characterization procedures was
felt. At present, no industry-wide specifications or procedures seem to have been
developed for diamond or DLC that were designed for use by the transportation

industry. A need exists for specifications that are practical and useful and that
facilitate meaningful communication between all parties. Materials standards for
microelectronic and thermal-management application were known to be available,

but these were thought to be unsuitable as standards for tribological use. There
was no consensus, though, as to which organ_ation or organ_ations should be
responsible for producing the standards.

• In addition to standards, it was felt that a round-robin testing program should be

initiated, similar to the programs developed to characterize other materials. The
results would be compared and potential problems identified. This would aid in

assuring high standards and consistency.

• The topics of surface roughness, its effect on wear and friction, its means of
measurement, and ways to polish diamond, were raised, lt was felt that this topic

was more properly addressed by Panel #2, Properties of Diamond and Diamond-Like
Carbon.

• A film of high "quality" is always desirable. However, a goo_i: working definition of
quality for various applications does not exist, although this term is often used in
the area of diamond and DLC films. This lack of a good definition is particularly
evident for DLCs, which, because very little is known about their atomic structure,

poses greater challenges for understanding the relationship of structure to
properties, lt was felt that any definition of quality of a film must take into account

not only bulk properties such as structure, composition, phase distribution,
residual stresses, and so on, but also adhesion of the film to the substrate.

• Another parameter that affects film performance is the relative amount of sp 2 and
sp 3 bonding and the hydrogen content of a DLC film. The performance _,f DLC

films is poorly known in relation to these quantities, and means to measure these
properties are not readily available.

• Because no transportation industry can afford to invest in all possible
characterization tools, panel members felt a need for more information on the

strengths and weaknesses of various characterization methods for different tasks.
Because tight control on process parameters is difficult and expensive, it is

necessary to know which parameters are most vital for growing reproducible
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films. The desire was also expressed for information concerning which kinds of
characterization techniques could be relied upon to maintain tight process
control.

• Although there is much interest in diamond films for microelectronic

applications, good mechanical or trlbological properties may not require high-
purity diamond. Indeed, DLC or hydrogenated DLC films can be grown which are
very smooth and hard, and which can exhibit low friction. DLC films can be

deposited at low temperatures. Thus, there is great need to find useful char-

acterizatlon techniques for these amorphous materials, of which very little is
known at present of the structure. Progress is needed for defining nomenclature

for evaluating and describing amorphous carbonaceous phases, whether they be
DLC or hydrogenated DLC.

The Panel summarized and prioritlzed these concerns according to the following
criteria:

1. Identify areas for characterization

2. Identify critical needs

3. Rank needs by priority

4. Recommendation

The following items are a priorltized summary listing of critical characterization needs:

I. Development of In-sltu Smlace/near-surface characterization (and quality control)
techniques.

2. Determine the relation of structure, impurities, etc. to performance, tribobehavior,
environmental, high-temperature, etc. properties.

3. Understanding of nucleation/adhesion mechanisms.

4. Establish criteria for evaluating amorphous carbonaceous phases.

- nomenclature for non-crystalline materials.

- relationship between hydrogen content and sp2/sp 3 bonding.

5. Determine the nature of diamond/DLC interaction with other surfaces
(wear/polishing).

6. A working definition of "quality" for various uses.

7. A correlation of various characterization techniques.
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A final recommendation was given by members of the Panel:

"Diamond and diamond-like materials have been identified as enabling

technologies for increasing U.S. competitiveness in the transportation sector.
Critical issues in characterization must be addressed to enable the transfer of

these materials from research labs to end-users in manufacturing. The

successful use of diamond and diamond-like materials in the transportation
sector will require solutions of critical issues identified by this panel for

characterizing the production of these materials, the materials themselves, the
Interactions of these materials with other materials and the development of
suitable standards."
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Table I

a) What properties/regions can be characterized?

-structure

bonding surface

SRO. LRO, IRO

orientation/texture

defects film

-composition

hydrogen content interfaces

impurities

phase distribution

substrate

-morphology

b) Why is characterization needed?

need to develop basic and applied understanding of chemistry and structure to
engineer specific properties

need for specifications useful to manufacturers and users

c) How can properties be characterized?

- stylus

- interferometer

STM

- SFM

- light scattering
- SEM

- TEM

Ram,-m

other existing lechniques

other future techniques
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Panel 4 -Applications to Transportation

Chairman: Fred Nichols, Argonne National Laboratory

Joseph Au Sundstrand Aerospace

Rabi Bhattacharya Universal Energy Systems, Inc.
Bharat Bhushan Ohio State University
Dennis Blunier Caterpillar, Inc.
Bruce Boardman Deere & Co.

Larry Brombolich Compu-Tec Engineering
Jim Davidson Vanderbilt University

Mike Graham Northwestern University
Nabil Hakim Detroit Diesel Corporation
Kelth Harris Dubbeldee Harris Diamond Corp.

Rob Hay Norton Diamond Film
Leonard Herk Southwest Research Institute

Henry HoJnacki Intelligent Structures Incorporated

Roy Kamo Adiabatics, Inc.
Bill Nieman Allied-Signal Inc., R&T
Dave O'Neill 3M
Marshall B. Peterson Wear Sciences

Gene Pfaffenberger Allison Gas Turbine
Roger W. Pryor Wayne State University
Dave Rourk Intelligent Structures Incorporated

Jim Russell Superconductivity Publications, Inc.
Walter Syniuta Advanced Mechanical Technology, Inc.
Mike Tamor Ford Motor Co.

Ted VoJnovich USDOE
Wally Yarbrough Penn State University
Charles S. Yust Oak Ridge National Laboratory

After considerable discussion, it was decided that the most effective manner in which

this working group could serve the aims of the workshop was to compile a listing of current
and anticipated future problem areas in the transportation industry where the properties of
diamond and DLC films make them especially attractive and where the group as a whole

could strongly endorse the establishment of DOE/Transportation Industry cooperative
research efforts, lt was further decided that it would not be fruitful at this time to attempt
to create a prioritized ranking.

The problem areas identified for possible applications of diamond/DLC technology are
compiled in the following pages, together with indications of current approaches. Also we

have given brief indications of specific needs and the type of research program envisioned.
We have attempted to give some idea of time scale required for the various efforts. Finally,

we have indicated foreseeable payoffs if the technologies are successfully implemented.

They should demonstrate cost-effectiveness and transferability to production. Finally,
successful processes should be sufficiently robust for day-to-day production-line variations.
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Area #1

I. Problem

Valve gulde/stem wear at high temperatures in advanced diesel and developmental low-

heat-rejection engine.

2. Current Approach

4140 Steel valves/cast iron guides at 300-350°C

3. Needed

Diamond or DLC coating on either or both surfaces to extend operating temperature to
300--500°C and to reduce liquid lubricant requirement.

4. R&D Program Envisioned

Investigation of coating/material combinations with hlgh-temperature, 20,000--hour
capability; should provide lubricious interface,

5. Time - Scale

5--7 years.

6. Payoff

Maintain international competitive advantage, better fuel efficiency, reduced emissions.
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Area #2

I. Problem

Piston ring/bore tribosystem needs improvement to decrease wear, oil consumption and

emissions for gasoline, diesel and alternative fuels.

2. Current Approach

Coated piston skirts and rlngs/cast-iron or Al bores at =150°C for 500,000 miles (diesel),
100,000 miles (automobile).

3. Needed

Heavy-Duty Diesel: Serviceable ring/bore combination at .--300°C for approximately
1,000,000 miles, 20% increase in cylinder pressure, reduced friction.

Automotive: Friction reduction at current temperatures for 200,000 miles.

4. R&D Program Envisioned

Identify/develop diamond/DLC materials (coatings)/processes for high-temperature
(~300°C) tribological interfaces, e.g., plasma deposition, cvd/pvd. Develop improved piston

ring/cylinder wall tribologlcal computer models to guide research.

5. Time - Scale

5-7 years.

6. Payoff"

Maintain international competitive advantage, better fuel efficiency, reduced emissions.
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Area #3

1. Problem

Need falcreased load-carrying capacity for gears, power train and bearings in spark-
Ignited/diesel engines and vehicular drive trains, as well as in manufacturing.

2. Current Approach

Gears: Steel {various) with some type of wear-life-enhancement process.

Bearings: Typically lead--tin bronze bushings cast or sintered onto steel backs, with Pb-Sn
overlay. Oil-lubricated.

3. Needed

Improvements in power-throughput capability to allow components with lower cost or
smaller size to be used. Increase oil temperatures from ~120°C to -150°C.

4. R&D Program Envisioned

Investigate dtamond/DLC coatings or new surface treatments that offer reduced
pitting/contact fatigue/abrasion, scoring or galling In comparison with conventional
materials. Improved computer modeling of gears and bearings.

5. Time - Scale

8-10 years.

6. Payoff

Enhanced international competitiveness, improved reliability and design flexibility.
Improved fuel economy/emissions due to higher cylInder pressure, Injection pressure.
Reduced friction from [possibly) higher sump temperatures. Decrease Pb in environment.
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.&rea #4

1. Problem

Electric fuel pumps and fuel pump gears operate immersed in fuel. Potential wear areas
include the commutator/brush interface. Concerns include potential abrasion and arcing.
The effect of methanol fuel on these phenomena has not been established. Other rubbing

contacts are potential concerns because of the poor lubricating ability of these (Iow-
viscosity) fuels.

2. Current Approach

Issues are in the early stages of investigation.

3. Needed

Identification of materials/coatings (diamond/DLC) appropriate for commutator, brush and
other applications with gasoline, methanol and admixtures.

4. Payoff

Improved reliability and design flexibility.
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Area #5

I. Problem

Accelerated or bench tests used for selection of tribological materials do not always
accurately model the effects of actual service. This deficiency may lead to unrealistic failure
modes during testing, or conversely to unexpected failures during service. No widely

accepted, quantitative adhesion evaluation method is presently available for bond strengths
in excess of 69 MPa (I0 ksi}.

2. Current Approach

Test simulation: varies widely from case to case, ranging from well-defined and verified

accelerated wear tests to arbitrary screening tests for wear and/or adhesion.

Modellng: Empirical experimental methods are used, unreliable for predicting wear under
typical operating conditions.

3. Needed

Systematic procedures for defining appropriate tests, especially for adhesion. Accurate
modeling methods and properties of coatings, especially adhesion.

4. Payoff

Rapid material screening and validation, reduced costs and improved performance, shorter
cycle time. Ability to predict component life and forestall premature failures.
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Area #6

1. Problem

Injector plunger-barrel scuffing (adhesive wear) with diesel fuel, but especially with
alternative (low-lubricity) fuels. Potentially also a problem with spark-ignition engines

utilizing alternative fuels.

2. Current Approach

Typically, electroplated hard-chromium plunger with hardened steel bore, or nitrlded
plunger and bore. Very tight clearances required, e.g., 2.5 }lm (100 _in) dlametral. Fuel-
lubricated, approximately 93°C (200°F). Axial load to 12 kN (2600 lbl'}, injection pressure
--172 MPa (25 ksi). Required life >500,000 miles. Typically, tool-steel plunger, carburized

steel injector cup with multiple holes formed by electro--discharge machining (EDM). Hole
diameter approximately 200 jim (0.008 in). Diesel fuel contaminated with sulfuric
acid/organic acids/combustion products, 150-315°C (300-600°F). Required life > 10,000

hrs or 700,000,000 cycles.

3. Needed

Injection pressure _-207 MPa (30 ksi), up to 1,000,000 miles for heavy-duty engines.

Greater tolerance to Iow-lubrlcity fuels (e.g., low-S, low-aromatics fuel, arctic fuel,
methanol, etc,). Reduce corrosion/erosion rates of spray holes by factor of 5.

4. Payoff

a) Develop scuffing- and wear-resistant coatings, as well as those for corrosion/erosion
resistance.

b) Develop solid lubricating coatings.

c) Evaluate dlamon0-hke--carbon coatings - need improved adhesion to steel.

d) Develop coating process for long, narrow bores (1/d >3), e.g., conformal-plasma ion
implantation.

e) Bench/screening tests and engine tests required.

5. Time - Scale

3-5 year R&D program to develop and evaluate processes.

6. Payoff

a} Improved emissions/fuel economy (higher injection pressure).

b} Improved durability & reliability with low-lubricity fuels.

c) Improved international competitiveness.
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Area #7

1. Problem

Improved rolling-contact-fatigue (RCF) life of valve and injector cams and cam-roller

followers is needed, for gasoline, diesel and gas-turbine enghnes.

2. Current Approach

Induction-hardened steel, powder-metallurgy and cast-Iron cams, steel or ceramic rollers.
Required life >500,000 miles (heavy duty) and 100,000 miles (automotive); o/l-lubricated.
Hertz stress approx/mately 1.4-2 GPa (200--300 ksi).

3. Needed

Increase injection pressure 20% without reduetng RCF life. Improve lifetime for ceramic
rollers.

4. R&D Program Envisioned

a) Evaluate thin-film ceramic PVD coatings on cam lobes.

b) Evaluate thin-film solid lubricating coatings on roller pin to reduce roller-pin friction,
hence cam-roller traction.

5. Time - Scale

3 yr. R&D program.

6. Payoff

Increased fuel-injection pressure capability (improved emissions/fuel economy). Improved
international competitiveness.
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Azen #8

1. Problem

Surfacing of light-weight materials for self-lubrication and resistance to scuffing,

Examples: Aluminum-block engine - cylinder-bore surface
Valvetrain components (valves, tappets, etc.)

Transmission case "hot spots"
Light-weight brake rotors
Air conditioning (A/C) compressor hardware

2. Current Approach

Use of inserts - e.g., bore liners (cast iron), valve seats, etc.

Use of heavier, wear-resistant (usually ferrous) alloys

3. Needed

Understanding of adhesion of surfacing layers, e.g., diamond/DLC to metals such as
aluminum; modeling for mechanical surface behavior of bi-material couples; understanding
of methodologies for selecting composite surfaces.

4. Time - Scale

3-5 years

5. Payoff

Reduced friction and energy consumption; manufacturing simplification (in some cases).
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Area #9

1. Problem

Tile wear life of non-ferrous die materials is insufficient for medium-volume applications.

2. Current Approach

Hard--chromium plating is being evaluated for non-ferrous dies; for ferrous dies ion

(plasma) nitriding mid-chrome coating and flame-hardening are used.

3. Needed

A wear-life-enhancement process that can be easily applied, give increased tool life, be
repaired, stripped and retreated ff needed.

4. R&D Program Envisioned

Hard-chromium plating and plasma-source ion implantation appear to be potential
solutions. Could also employ diamond/DLC films.

5. Time - Scale

Process could be used immediately. R&D program could require 2--3 years.

6. Payoff

Benefits to U.S. auto-makers and other U.S. manufacturers.

Would obtain:

* cheaper tooling
• faster time to market; reduced lead time

• enhanced competition with foreign companies



Area # I0

I. Problem

Develop diamond and/or DLC sensors and associated packaging systems, for harsh,

transportation-related environments, for sensing temperature, force and various chemical
conditions.

2. Current Approach

Usual approach has been simply to push silicon devices harder and harder; at present, we

are up against the limits for Si sensors and further progress to more severe conditions

requires a new material.

Needed

Operation at 500 to 800°C in exhaust environments. Many barriers to progress exist at

=300°C, e.g., coolant, lubricant, air, fuel inlet.

4. R&D Program Envisioned

Integration of fragmented R&D in diamond electronics and sensors, as active and passive

devices for on-board diagnostics.

5. Time - Scale
II,

4-5 years

6. Payoff

Essential for selling automobiles in California with new emission/environmental

requirements; enhance U.S. competitiveness in international markets.
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Area #II

I. Problem

Abrasion/erosion of compressor blades, stator vanes in gas turbines, turbochargers, etc.,
where small amounts of wear can have drastic, deleterious effects. (Trouble in Saudi Arabia)

2. Current Approach

Replacement of components. This results in very costly loss in effective utilization.

3. Needed

Increase in abrasion resistance. Elimination of heavier materials which are now required
for adequate abrasion resistance.

4. R&D Program Envisioned

Identify/develop diamond/DLC technology/processes for surfaces subject to highly abrasive
conditions.

5. Time - Scale

4-5 years

6. Payoff

Reduced maintenance costs. Reduced down-time. Increased efficiency.
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Area #12

I. Problem

Abrasion of windows on aircraft and automobiles.

2. Current Approach

Mostly uncoated windows are used.

3. Needed

Enhanced abrasion resistance, possibly combined with optical improvements, e.g., low heat
transmission.

4. R&D Program Envisioned

Should include investigation of feasibility of float-line or post-line processes. Should also
include posslbflity of non-glass windows.

5. Time- Scale

2-3 years

6. Payoff

Improvements in product, durability and safety.
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Area # 13

1. Problem

Efficient utilization of electrical power/power transmission {power management} for
electric vehicles and communications equipment.

2. Current Approach

Si is used, with its low power capability,

3. Needed

Higher-power switching and management.

4. R&D Program Envisioned

Develop mosaic diamond, diamond-base sample and switch devices.

5. Time - Scale

6-7 years

6. Payoff

Extended vehicular range; improved safety, reliability and performance.
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Area # 14

I. Problem

Thermal fatigue from hot spots in combustion chamber, especially cylinder head.

2. Current Approach

Increase back-side (coolant side) flow rates and heat transfer. Increase material strength

and thermal-fatlgue resistance. Limit specific power.

3. Needed

Thin layer on top of firedeck surface to serve as heat distributor/spreader.

4, R&D Program Envisioned

Develop methodologies for practical applicatinns of durable diamond coatings with very high

thermal conductivity to eliminate "hot spots" within the combustion chamber. Validate
SalTle.

5. Time - Scale

2-4 years

6. Payoff

Enabling technology for increased specific power output for current and future-generatlon
products. Improved emissions through elimination of radical sites.
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Area #15

1. Problem

Machine/cutting tools 10r advanced materials, e.g., composites, ceramics.

2. Current Approach

Current programs on diamond--coated tools exist but are limited to non-ferrous substrates.

3. Needed

Diamond--coated tools for various substrates.

4. R&D Program Envisioned

Fill in gaps of current programs to cover all needs. Coordinate with National Center for
Machining Sciences (NCMS).

5. Time - Scale

4-5 years

6. Payoff

Instantan¢0u_ productivity increase. Enabling technology for ceramics industry.
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Area #16

I. Problem

Brake heating is critical problem for heavy--duty trucks and aircraft.

2. Current Approach

Fins, radiators, water cooling, etc.

3. Needed

More efficient thermal management to eliminate overheatlng/failures.

4. R&D Program Envisioned

Diamond heat pipes and/or spreaders would be developed.

5. Time- Scale

4-5 years

6. Payoff

Improvement in safety and durability; weight reduction.
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Area #17

I. Problem

Surfaces coated with diamond or DLC in the engine may not be compatible with the
(conventionally) formulated engine oils. Also true for transmissions, gears, etc.

2. Current Approach

Diamond and DLC coatings are avoided in these systems.

3. Needed

Lubricants compatible with diamond and DLC that will not drastically alter other systems,
materials, functions, etc.

4. R&D Program Envisioned

Develop practical lubricant (base-stock and additives) in the context of diamond/DLC

coatings, applicable for tribological interfaces of real-life, near-term and advanced systems.
Coordinate with current work on lubricants for ceramics.

5. Time - Scale

3-7 years

6. Payoff

Enabling technology [or the utilization of diamond/DLC coatings in engine and power-
transmission systems.
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Area # 18

1. Problem

Seals in many areas.

Note: Time did not permit elaboration on this area.
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